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A Vierendeel Truss is composed of a series of rec-
tangular or trapezoidal panels without diagonal members.
It is named for its inventor, Professor Arthur Vierendeel
of the University of Louvain in Belgium, 'i'his type of
truss has been popular in Europe, particularly in Belgium,
since 1896 when the first bridge of this type was built
in that country. In the United States its use to date
has be-;n limited to concrete viaduct bents, small roof
trusses, and rigid frame foundations for buildings. It
has been reported that a bridge using a concrete Vieren-
deel Truss system has been built recently on the West
Coast, but as yet there is no printed matter available
on that project..
The Vierendeel presents an exceptionally good ap-
pearance, the elimination of diagonals allowing a very
clean looking structure,. Its slow adaption in this
country may be attributed to two factors; (1) until re-
cently the only methods of solution were oxtrcmely long
and tedious, sufficiently so to discourage only the
most able and experienced in the field of structural de-
sign, and (2) the use of this truss has been so limited
in this country that very few examples arc available from
which to make an intelligent investigation of the econo-




Tho method of solution used throughout this
thesis was an application of slope deflection as outlined
by Mr. A« Amirikian in his "Analysis of Rigid Frames'''
While there are other methods available for the solu-
tion of Viorendeel trusses it was felt that the proce-
dure outlined by Mr. Amirikian was the simplest and most
direct approach to the problem published to date. Inas-
much as his text has become a standard addition to all
libraries of treatises on Indeterminate Structures,
none of tho derivations will bo presented here and only
a brief outline of the basic formulae and procedures
will be giveni
By way of simplifying the fundamental momont equa-




» 2 E I ( 2GA i 9B - 3 £ ) - FMAB
the following abbreviated form is used
MAB - K(AfB-R)- PMAB
2
where
K z I B s 4E&g




This simplification is used throughout tho solution
and greatly reduces the todiousnoas of the more complex
equations
•
Upon connecting Tour of these beams to form a panel
and a scries of panels to form a truss, the interdepen-
dence of the members and joints becomes pronounced. In
order to consider tho effect of varying stiffnesses in
members forming or adjacent to a joint on both the moment
at the joint and the deflection in the beam, expressions
are developed for each joint encountered. These expres-
sions will be known hereafter as the Joint and Reflection
Equations. Likewise the moments obtained in the solu-
tion of any joint will vary widely with the shape of the
panel, moments and shears applied and location of ap-
plication, and the stiffnesses of the panel under con-
sideration. In order to take these variables into con-
sideration, Load Constant Equations are derived for each
joint. Upon solution of these equations the load constant
is equated to the Joint and Deflection equations which
are then solved to find the deflection angles of the
joints and the deflection of the adjacent member. Be-
cause of its basic nature the fundamental expression for




M(a) 1% + " £ ' = Vlg - II
(b) 1!A + 3
*
A , + I?b + -B' - V(l2 - l x ) - Hh
Substituting V froi (a in (b)
(c) i:A + i!A r + (l-m)(]IB - IIbO = ml' - Hh
where
}l - overturning moment of the extern? 1 forces
trken about the bottom of the panel,
H - sherr, i.e., the sum of the lateral forces
above the pa-nel.
V s vertical reaction .just above the bottom joints
of the panel.
HA s end moments at top.
I'Jg s end moments at bottom.
Q, s values of load constant for joint or panel
under consideration.
m = 12 - li n « lx - 12
- v -

By substituting the right hand part of equation (c)
in a previously developed she-T expression for a typic<: 1
joint equation we arrive at load constants for a typical
panel
^ of R - Hh - mil
(2«mJ(kg-k3)
q of A : . (ukj-kp) fHh~mK()
(2-:n)(kb »ic3 )
q of B f k2 (m Kh)
(2-m)(k2 - k3 )
Further imj ortance is attached to equation (c) inas-
much as it acts as a check for the moment values ob-
tained in th2 solution of any panel,
The procedure for the solution of Vierendeel trusses
is an adaptation of this single panel solution* In order
to avoid the difficulty of an exact solution the truss
is first treated as a system of separate and independent
panels. Each panel is solved for its own load neglecting
moment introduced from other panels via the joints.
To compensate for the error introduced in the original
computation the solution isre].eated, this time using
the moments obtained from adjacent ^anels as the new
load constants for the panel being solved. The proce-
dure is repeated, again interchanging moment increments
between panels. Inasmuch rg these increments diminish
in size rapidly, two corrections will ordinarily pro-
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The final moment will be the fl^ebrric sum of the
original moment determination and the successive in-
crements .
For the Vierendeel truss used in this design with
ell lords applied rt the _anel points and the u^per
and lower chords having the s^me stiffness ratio, the
deflection angles of the -jop chord joints will eoual
those of the respective hot om chord joints, and the
joint and deflection eruptions become:
1.5::-, - K? - (2_« m)(nk-, - k ? ), A -
"gtt "- mj"
2 p - £3 - 2m)(nk 1 - \zz ) B = -QjA
TZ* 2(2 ^mj
k. - 1-5K, -(3 - 2m) k, B -
2T"2"- mT~
k2 - (3 - m)k2 A = -0uB
2~ 2"(T -" mj
Rl = (2 - m > A - ( 3 " 2m_)B - %x
2(2 - mj
These equations, with appropriate K f nd angle notation
are set up for each of the ei^ht panels and ecuated to
the corresponding load constants as obtained from the
following formulae:
-qA = (nk x - k2 )(ml^ - Hpli)
2T2 - mjlc 2
~2l2 -"mT"
%U = Hi 1 ! - ^"l
2T2""^"m)kr
- vi 1 -

The two aquations in a and B obtr ined from the solu-
tions of those note of g urtions are then solved
simultaneously rnd the value for R]_ determined. jub-
otituting in the fundamental moment formulae
It^B = K (A i B - Ri)
I*ra r iC »,B . - Ri)
the ori & inrl moriont u. lues for tli . panel are obtained.
Thesu moments pre then corrected rnd the sum of the
original moment plus corrections give us the final
moment values.
Influence lines were plotted for the find mo-
ment values - na design moment 3 based on the combined
loadings of one I>60 railroad r?-il and one Iftte of
H15 - Slk - 44 highly loading were computed.-
- VI 11 -

PURPOSE
The purpose of this investigation is to deter-
mine the influence of the assumed stiffnesses of the
members upon the eventual design of the truss.
In the design of a Vierendeel truss by the me-
thod previously describee, the first step is to
as sum. r basic truss rnd lordin^ system. A solution
is then worked for this priurry system, corrected
for the actual IofcIs r*nd conditions, aid the solu-
tion repeated with rppropriate corrections to crrive
?t the final design, usurll three or more solutions
bein^ re uired.
Upon embarking upon this type of solution, the
engineer is freed with two fundamental assumptions,
(a) the lording to be used, and (b) the stiffnesses
to select for his members. The fir's t of these may
be handled in the convention-" 1 mm ler, i»e« assume
lordin^ of one kip and compute Values for plotting
influence lines to ^hich he m r y later apply his de-
sign lo-'ds.
The second assumptions selecting appropriate
stiffnesses for his members, presents a more diffi-
cult problem. Unfortunately so little mrterirl has
been published on Vierendeel trusses in this coun-
try that there is little to uide him in this step,
- ix -

Likewise the rarity of this type of strur tL-.ro ir.
the United States makes it extremely unlikely that
he could obtain rny '/sefuJ df.tr on existing irus3-
es of this type. Obviously it is up to the engi-
neer to make suclb > 3 sim.pt ions as he sees fit In
«&rder to do this properly he shoulij of course,
nave some advrnced knot/leC^e of the dist/.ibutior:
of moments throughout tii< truss in order that he
could correctly proportion his stiffnesses to their
appropriate moments, previous experience lack-
ing, he will be forced to estimate the probable
moment intensities and select stiffnesses accord-
ingly. This procedure leases much to be desired,
for regardless of a. man's previous experience it
is not to be expected that he could closely approx-
imate the distribution of moments in a truss en-
tirely unfamiliar to him, and his stiffness values
will be subject to the same decree of uncertainty.
The question not/ arises as to the degree in
which the assumed values of stiffnesses will a.ffect
the solution of the truss. It Will be noted that
the stiffness frctor K occurs in four of the six
basic e uations for the solution, and it mi &ht be
supposed that any wide variation in the true and
assumed values of K would produce a similar

variation in the moment values obtain iol, T.t is the
purpose of this thesis to determine the effect of
widely v?ryin stiffn er<s r lues upon moments in ;
typicc 1 Vierendeel truss. The case selected was
for a £40 foot lift s : .. n .for a lift bridge across
the entrance to ; harbor inlet* The rsprn is lo
carry one lane of highway traffic* op each 3idj o f '




Jot the first solution K vr,luu? .^ro chcrun pri
m^rily from srmple problems accomprr./in^ an f iti'U.c
on Vierenduel trusses "by :"r. Danr You.ik i r~ tbj 193 r/
Proceedings of the A. S, G. E. Whetfiu.r :r r.< c : r.
Young intendedth-" t the stiffness vcluor in Li : prot
-
lorn should closely r pprfl'xixnp t o Pctup'i u^ndit: jnq is
unknown. On the condition th't these v? lues might
rj.proximr.te the trend of moment distribution, our
assumed vrlues ware mrde to follow r similar pptt^rn
of vr.rirtion.
- xi 1 -

SECOND SOLUTION
l?or the second solution the values of K were
arrived at "by using the moments obtained in the
first solution, Since
v - 3L - Mc
^ ' L fL
it was possible to solve directly for a value of
Kj inasmuch as members of constant depth (30 n ) were
proposed to improve the appearance of the truss r.nd
f and L v/ere knovn values. In this way it was
possible to determine the effect of closely approx-






•"or the third solution all Z. values wore assumed
to be unity. It was felt thrt since both momm.'- f r.d
stiffness values Vary throughout the truss thrt by
holding one of these constant it might Ve possiMa to
observe the variation of the other. In this \vry tffre
stiffness values of the second set of computr tiens
of any truss might be made to closely approximate
the stiffnesses required by the actual moments nd






I?or purposes of contrast the stiffness values o"
the fourth solution were taken exactly opposite ^
those of the first solution. In other wcrd-i the sam-
numerical values were used but varying : l an inverse
order of the first solution* In this Tjay it was
hoped to observe the effect of the direction of var-
































11,745 ! 232 11,762
I
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7,243 j 136! 7,575













































i^or purposes of clarity the tabulated results
of the moment solutions have been put in foraph form
on the following pages. Taking web and chord members
seperately the values of moment and stiffness were
plotted for each member for a given solution. The
plotted points were then connected in order to in-
dicate the trends of variation of both moment and
stiffness. With one exception the moments and stiff-
nesses as plotted represent the actual values ob-
tained nd used in the solution. The one exception
is in the casu of the second solution. Here the
values of K ranged from 200 to ^7 and would have
been at best unwieldy to plot on the scale adopted.
Inasmuch as the numerical value of K appears to aff-
ect the solution only in its relative size compared
to the other K values the K's for this solution v/ere
plotted on a relative scale. By taking K s 47 as
unity the other K vrlues were reduced to the same
relative scale by dividing by 47, greatly simplify-
ing plotting operations and presenting a better me-
thod of comparison v/ith the other solutions.
In examining the first solution curves there
is little evidence to indicate any direct relation-
ship in the variation of the K values assumed and





'. i . , t >••
the moments obtained. In the case of the v/eb members,
CC # mc DD' have similar relationships of moment and
stiffness. There is rn inverse relationship occurr-
ing in the case of the other three members. As for
the chord members, the inverse relationship exists
throughout* high moment values accompanying low
stiffness values and vice versa.





The second solution represents a case in which
the general trend of moment values closely follows
the trend of the stiffness values assumed* with the
sole exception of member DE. It is to be noted
thrt there is no proportionality or direct relation-
ship between the values of K and K, While the pic-
ture thus presented mi^ht seem to indicate a gener-
al tendency for moment vrlues to follow stiffness
assumptions, it must be remembered thrt the stiff
-
ness values for this solution were obtained direct-
ly from the moment values of the previous solution.
In effect the moment values have changed but little
a,nd by the nature of their - ssumption it is to be
expected thrt the stiffness values would vary in





The third solution is unicue in thrt it presents
fx\ unvarying stiffness durve t all values of K being
unity. It is to be noticed thrt in neither size nor
pattern Of variation do the moment vrlues differ sub-
stantially from the previous solutions* At no place
do either of the moment curves display ?ny tendency




«5.» ?' ' : i.


The fourth solution graph represents ft system
Of stiffness values assumed in an exactly inverse or-
der of those chosen for the first solution. Contrary
to the results obtained in that solution we now find
th' t the chord moments tend to follow the same gen-
eral pattern as their corresponding K values while
tho web members follow a completely dissimilar path
from their K values. As before ther . is but little
variation in either the size or trend of the moments







The results obtained from the four solutions
presented show bvt one common trendy i.e. in no
cose do the resultant moments of my solution dif-
fer widely from those of my other solution* Con-
versely the stiffness values assumed for any one
solution differ widely from those of all other
solutions. Ho relating tendencies are disclosed,
a lov/er stiffness value does not in every case
bring a lov/er moment nor does a higher stiffness
value display any significant effect on moments
obtained. Likewise ' change in the direction of
variation of stiffness values seems to have little
effect on the moments obtained. Therefore it must
be concluded that the size, direction, or degree
of variation of assumed values of stiffness of mem-
bers does not materially affect the moments obtrined
in the first solution of a Vierendeel truss by this
method.
In view of these conclusions it is reconmended
that in the solution of trusses by this method the
first solution be worked ith the assumption of rll
K values aa unity. Such an assumption would permit






.0866 .0443 .0482 C
.0942 .0463 .0507
.875 -.125 -.125 -.125 ...125






a - (.0342x4 - 2) ( .0866x26.25 - .875x30) K TO
n • («875x50 - .0866x26.2 5) ~„V 2(2 - .0866) L r 6 - 27
a (.875x3 - .0866x26.25) - ,
.
%0B S{2 - ^8S5T2 l • 3 - 14
Ianel 2






o m (-.125x30 - .0443x22.5) . -.
-Qe* 5(S - .0445) c * lc21
-













"^0* " 2(2-. 0442)4












(0-4) (04-. 125x30) . m Q4






*4- 2(2)4 * '•T
Panel 5
23
-ftE r -«125x30 s -.94
-ftp = -.125x3 - -.94
4
-fto^ - -.125x3 = ",23
"R5 - 41-4-
Panel 6
-ftp r («05:.7x^4; - ( t 048&T !lj2p - -«Jlg^30; - -.80
.
...~
2^ 2 ... ;755-§572
-ftp r ^-»:i>-f--:V-".- v- .0482x11.25 ) r -.82
f.'
r 2~< 04827





-OH e ' (-133x3 - 3)(.0443x-7.5 - - .-125x30) = -.083
2(2 -.044373
-Q. - (• /jS: T O -.0443x-,.75 ) = -0,87
2(2 -.0443)
-Q^ o = (.125x30 -, 0443s • ,75) -0,297
sis -.o-mstst^
Panel 8
QT r ( .0942x4 - g)(.0861x-3.75 - -.125x50) = -0,731
'S(2 -,0661 )2 "
"
-Q» r ( *»125x30 *40e61X^3,7S ) r -0.90







.C866 .0443 .0482 ,04-82 .0443 .C866
.0942 .C463 .C5C7 C c .C5C7 .0463 .0942
,75 .75 .25 - , 25 -.25 -.25 -.25 - .25
22 c 5 45.0 37.5 3C.0 -30.0 -2.5 -15.0 -7.50
Panel 1
Qa- (.0942x4 fc g) (. 08 66x22.5 - .75x30) . 4 r, 6™" 2(2 - T08661T " '
( .7 5x30 - .0d66x22.5) .
' 2(2 - .0866) 5.38
^l
-
(.7 5x30 - .0866x22 .5) . fiQ
2(2 - .0866)2
Panel 2
On- ( *0463x5 - 3) ( .0443x45 - .75x30) 4 g8**
212^.0443)3
On- ('75x30 - .0443x45) _ . _.*° 2(2 - .0443) 3 5 * 23
iR.
-
( .75x30 - .0443x45)
_




n - ( .050 7x2 - 4)( .0482x37 > 5 4- .25x50) . « **
^ 2(2 - .0482)4
q - (-.25x30 - .0482x37 .5) .
-2 38-*" 2(2 - .0482)
(-.25x30, - . 0482x37.5) Q





s ^-q s ^.Y-i„'i^^i - -1.87G
-D 4x4
r -
(-^5x30 - 0) A7
Note: The only term thet changes is (HiL^-mMi) and
since this is doublec1 when the lord is at panel point 2> it is
tripled when the load is at panel point 3, etc* The foll-
owing constants are derived by multiplying those obtained









































.048? C .0482 ,0443 .0866
.0507 .0507 =0463 .0942
.625 -.375 -.375 -.375 -.375 -.375
56,25 45,0 -45,0 -33.^5 -22.5 -11.25
Formulae ( HOf )&( 122a) modified by the amplication
of constants for terms involving only M, n, K]_, and Kp«
These constants found and checked in solution for twc
previous loadings.


















-Q,B= (-.243) ( .0443x37.5 - .625x30) Z 4.16
-0 - ( .625x30 - .-0443x37. 5)
Vfcs 3.92 = 4.36
n ( .625x30 - .0443x37.5)




-C^r (-.c5) (.0482x56. 25 - .625x30) = 4.02
n (.625x30 - .0482X56.23) . A 10
-%- A T37S31 4.12
r - (
.625x30 - .0482x^ 6.25) . , ,
^3" 15.60 ~ "
Panel 4
<•%= (-.25) (0 -.375x30) I -2.81
, (-.37 5x30 - ) . 5 ,,























.0866 .0482 .0482 .0482 .C443 .0866
,0942 .0463 .0507 0507 .0463 .0942





15 30 45 60 • 60 -45 -30 •15
Panel 1
^A = (->222)(. 0866x15 * ,5x30) - 3*04
QB s ( »5x30 - .0866x15 ) - 3,59
3.S£
Qr, • (.5x30 - .0866x15) r 1.791 7763
Panel 2
r (-.243) (.0443x30 - .5x30) - 3,32
QC * ( .5x30 - .0 443x30) - 3.49
3732





-Qp r (-.25)(. 0482x45 - .5x30) = 3,21
Or) - (.5x30 - .0482x45) s 3^0
3733
Qr,= (,5x30 <- .0482x45) s ,82"*LV^^ '——Ml. I H '11 Ul | ^ II 'I '»
panel 4
-Qn z ('.25) (0 - .5x30) c 3.75
r& = (> 5x^0 - 0) - 3.75
4













Panel 7 Panel 8
-Qg
-
~ 2 » 62
-Q.H r -2.18









INFLUENCE LINES - JOINT CONSTANTS
LOAD AT B
Panel 1
i 1.5x44- 2 + ( 3-. 0866) (. 0942x4-271 A 4- l+( 3-. 17) ( .0942x4-2 )1 B = -Q
L/ 2(2 -.0866) J L ST2 ^TOggg]
6.77A - .25B a 5,32
1 2 4* 1,5 x 3 -( 3- ,17)2 1b +J2 - ( 3 -,0866)2 A - -QB
! 2(2
-.0866J J3 2(2 -,0866)»—
.-5 U ^
5,02B - ,52A - 6.27
Solving Simultaneously
A m 0.82 B s 1.33
R-, • ( 3 -.0866) .82 «f (3 - .17)1.33 4- 3,14 - 4.76
2(2 -,0866)
Panel 2
1.5x3 + 3 4- ( 3-, 0443) (,0463x3-5 ) 1 B4 3 4- ( 3-, 09 )( ,0463x3-3 ) C
2(fe-.0443) J fe 2(6.-: 0443)
« -QB
5,34B - ,62C * -1,16
.5x2 - ( 3*. 0886)
3
I C + 3 - ( 3-. 0443)3 B s -a,
2(2-. 6443) i Iff 2(2-.044o) C
3*77C - .76B m -1,21
Solving Simultaneously
B s -.26 C - -.37
R2 2 ( 3^.0443) (->26) + (5-. 09) (-.37) -.40 5 -*87
2(2 - .0443)
r
1 3 4 1
L
12 -










1.5x2r4*+ (3»« 0482)( .0507x2-4 ) ;C <r [g + (&- .0964) U 0507x2-4 ) Pr-Q^
£ 2(£-,o462) J 6(6'-. 04521 J
Panel 4
4.05 C - ,9 D : -1.16
4 + 1.5 - (3r #0964)4 JD *l2 - ( 3rt0482)4 1 C s -Qr>
L 2 (8- .646S)j zW^Mmj
2,53 D - 1.02 C r 1,19
Solving Simultaneously
- C - - f 43
D a -.64
R3 £ ( 5-.0482)(-»43) * (3-. 0964) (**64 ) -430 » -1*10
| 1.5x1 v 4 4- 5(-4) \D tJ2 + 3(-4) E * -%
U 4 J L 4 J
2.5 D - 1 E s -.94 .
|4 + 1 .5x1 - 3x4 i E 4* • 4 - 3x4 D - -Q-™










ri.5 x 1 +
I
4
P - 4 E s -.94




Re = 3 (-.63 -.,63) -.23 = -.94 -.23 - -1.17
l3L.fi x 2 4- 4 t ( 3-. 0482) (.0507 x 2 - 4 ) Q
2(2-. 0482) J
rfl * (5-2 xi0482)'(»0507 x 2 - 4 )1 P - -.80
| 2 2(2-;0482) J
4.06 G - 0.89 P . -.80
! 4*1. 5x1 - ( 3-2x.0482)4 }f *J4 - ( 3-. 0482)4L 2 (2-. 0482) J [5 2(2-. 0482)


















', 1.5 x 3 + 3 + ( 3-. 0443) (.0463x3-3)1 H
2(2-. 0445) J
+ ."3 + ( 5-2x.0443) ( .0463x5-3 ) G - -0.83
,2 2(2-. 0443) J
5.34 H * >62 G fc -.83
[3 + 1.5 x 2 - ( 5-2x'.0443)3l G + • 3 - ( 3-. 0433)31 H a -.87
L 2 (2-. 0443)J ;2 2(2-. 0433]]








,1.5 x 4 T 2 r ( 3-. 0866) ( .0942x4-2 ) | I * ]i2* ( 3-2x. 0866). (. 0942x4-2 ) jH
L 2(2-. 0866) 2 2(2-. 0866) J
=
-.73
6.77 I -.20 H = -.73
2 * 1.5. x 3 - ( 3-2x. 0866)2 j H + J2 - ( 3-. 0866)
2
I I
2 (2-. 0866) J [2 2 (2-. 0866) I





R (3-.0866)x.ll - (3-2x.0866)-,21 - 0.49 a .738 "' 2(^.0661)
- 15 -
'




« a tfiV * «•>*
Influence Lines - Joint Constants
Load at C
Panel 1
6.77A - .2 B r 4.56




Rl = I*-,,- *°m)*n±($ - A?w*+tM z 4.07x 2(2 - .0866)
Panel 2
5. MB - .62C = 4.98




R - (3 - .0443)B fj3 - .0886)0 „ .
Panel 3
4.05C - .9 D = -2.23





(^ - . 0482) ( -.72) j (3 - .0964)(-.76)




2.5D - IE = -1.87























Influence Lines - Joint Constants
Load at D
Panel 1
6.77A - .2 B a 3.81




R . s i^^^866iJL59-.-ti^v17)^96 = 3#4Q1 2(2 - .0866)
Panel 2
5.34B - .62C = 4.16




p (3 - .0443 )B +(3 - .0886)C , . AR . - , ft
g 2(2 - .0443)
Panel 3
4.05C - .9D = 4.02










2.5D - IE = -2.81























Influence Lines - Joint Constants
Load at E
Panel 1
6.77A - .2B = 3.04




(3 - . 0866) .47 -'r (3 - .17). 76
, 1 79 - 2 71
1 " ' 2(2 - .0866)
Panel 2
5.34B - .62C = 3.32




Ro = j3 - .0443)B+(3 -^m)£.+UM = 2.53
c 2(2 - .0433)
Panel 3
4.05C - .9D = 3.21









2.5D - IB: 3,75
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Mas = 2(.82l i^— - 4.76) = -6.56
MBA = 2(1.^3+ -^ - 4.76) = -6.04
Panel 2
MBC = 3(-.26 - ±¥L 4 .87) : 4 1.29
%B = 3 (-- 37 "
-f-4.87) = f 1.11
Panel 3
MCD r 4(-.43 - ±|i4l.l0) =4-1.40
MDC r 4(-.64 - &|£ + i.ld) =4 1.10
Panel 4
IDE = 4 (-.63 - ^|2 f 1.18) sf .96
MED = 4(-.63 - ±|2 + 1.18) = 4- .96
Panel 5
MEp r 4(-.63 - -^41.17) =40.94






%0 • 4(-.47 - j30^ .78) r*0.642~
Mqji - 4(-.30 - ^7^.78) **Q.98
2~
%H = 3(-.27 - .194-0.63) 0.81
MHG = 3(-.19 - .27*0.63) H-0.93
MHI r 2(-.207 - . 113+ 0.727) -V0.93
2





Influence Lines - Moment Determination
Load at C
panel 1
Um z 2(. 71+1.14 - 4.07) r -5.58
2
MBA t 2(1. 14+. 71 - 4.07) = -5.16
Panel 2
MBC = 3(1.14+1.62 - 3.80) = -5.55
"2
MCB r 3(1.62+ 1.14 - 3.80) r -4.83
2
Panel 3
MqD = 4(-.72 - .76-+1. 70) =+ 2.40
2
Mdc = 4(-.76 - .72 + 1.70) s +2.32
2
Panel 4
%E = 4 (-1.25 - 1.25+2.34) = + 1.88
' 2







Panel 7 Panel 8
Mqh = 1«62 MHI = .1.85
%G = 1 -87 MIH = 2.04
- 24 -

Influence Lines - Moment Determination
Load at D
panel 1
Mab * 2{.59Jirj96 - 3.40) = -4.66
MBA z 2(.964* .59 " 3.40) - -4.30
2
Panel 2
IfeC r 3(. 944- 1. 34 - 3.18) = -4.71
2
MpB = 3(1. 344-. 94 - 3.18) = -4.11
2
panel 3
%D = 4(1.494-2.^23 - 3.81) 3 -4.84
2
Mdc = 4(2.234-1.49 - 3.81) - -3.36
2
panel 4
MDE s 4(-1.87 - 1.87 4-3.51) = + 2.84
2








Panel 7 Panel 8
MGH = 2.43 MHI s 2.78
MHG s 2 * 80 MIH - 3 * 06
- 25 -

Influence Lines - Moment Determination
Load at E
panel 1
MAB 5 2(* 47-4~jl2£ " 2 * 79 ) = -3.88
Mqa r 2(.76-f.47 - 2.79) ft -3.60T
panel 2
MBC = 3(. 75^1. 08 - 2.53) = -3.72
ICB 5 3(1. 08j- .75 - 2.53) = -3.24
Panel 3
¥cr) s 4(1.194. 1.78 - 3.04) -3.84
2
MdC = 4(1,78-+ 1.19 - 3.04) = -2.68
2
Panel 4
MDE z 4(2.5-1-2.5 - 4.69) = -3.76
2







Panel 7 Pane i 8
%H s 3.24 MHI - 3.60
MHO s 3.73 - 26 - Mih = 4.08

First Moment Corrections - Load at B
Panel 1
6.77A - .20B =0 A = -.01
-0.52A + 5.02B = -1.29 B = -.25
o - -2.91x.01 - 2.83x.2 5 „, - Q
1 3.83
%as 2 (-* 01 - *|£ + .19) = .12
%A* 2(-i25 - •=— f.19) a-412
Panel 2
5.34B - .63C = 6,04 B = 1.11






%cs 2(1.11 - iM 4-0.74) = .60
MCB= 2(-.14-» i^ii +0.74) = -.64
Panel 3
4.06C - .89D r -1.11 C = -.39
-1.02C + ^.53L 2 - .96 D -.54
p _ -2.9^x.39 - 2.90X.54 _ _ n
3 3.90
MCIf 3(-.39 - -i|i-v-.70) = .12
MDC = 3(-.54 - Jl|2 4-. 70) = -.12
- 27 -




2,5 D - E - -1,10
-0 + 2.5 E~s -,96
D = -.71
E r -.67
R. - 3 (-.67 - .71) = -1.03
. 4
%E r 4(-.71 * .67-1- 1.03) a -.08
"2
M^ . 4(-.67 - .71 + 1.03) = .04
2.5 35 - F r -.64
-E+ 2.5 ? - -,96
E r -.49
F * ~e53
RR * S (-.58 - .49) » -.805 I
%|. = 4(-.49 - .58 + .80) = .08
2
jj r 4(-.58 - ^49 + .80) r -.12
2
4.06 - 0.89 F = -.81




fi = -2jl^ x_™r51 - 2cl25_2L_« 50 e -.613.90""""
MpG r 3 (-.50 - .31 -f .61) = -.15






5.34 H - 0.63 G -.93
-0,77 H +• 3.77 G a -.98
G a -.30
H = -.21
R7 r -2.96 x .21 - 2.91 x .3 = -.38—
3.91
MqH = 2(-.30 - .21 4- .38) = -.06
2
%G = 2 (-.21 - .30 + .38) = .06
2
'
5.02 H - 0,52 I = -.0.93
-0.20 H + 6,77 1=0
K r -0,19
I = -0.01
R8 * -2.91 x .01 - 2.83 x .19 . -0.15
3.83
MHI = 2 (-.19 - .01 4 .15) a -.08








6.77 A - 0,20 B =
0.52 A + 5.02 B = -.60
A =
Br-. 12
Rt t -2.83 x ,12 - ">09
t;&t~~
M^g- 2(0 - .12 + .09) = .06
""2
MgX .- 2(-.12 + 09 ) = -.06
5.34 B - 0,63 C s -.12





H2 = -S.96 X ,03 - 2,91 x ,04 s -.05
MBC = 2(-«03 - .04 f .05) -*~2"




Panel 1 2 3 4
Joint A B B C C D D E













M T -6.56 -6.04 4 1.29 4-1.11 v-1.40 4 1.10 4 0.96 40.96
•Q »0.00 -1.29 46.04 -1.40 -1.11 -0.96 -1.10 -0.96
First od -0.01 -0.25 41.11 -0.14 -0.39 -0.54 -0.71 -0.67
Incre-
ment R -0.19 + 0.74 -0.70 -1.03











4-0.64 -0.04 4-0.12 40.12
1\
'' f0 o 06 -0.06 •4 0.00 -0.01 - - - -






5 5 7 8
E F F G G H H I
-Q, -0.94 -0„94 -0.82 -0.80 -0.87 -0.83 -0.90 -0.73
<x
-0.63 -0.63 -0.47 -0.30 -0.27 -0.19 -0.21 -0.11
R -1.18 -0,78 -0.63 -0.73
M + 0.96 + 0,96 4-0,64 + 0,98 +0.81 + 0.93 4-0.93 +-1.02
-4 -0,96 -0.64 -0.96 -0.81 -0.98 -0.93 -0,93 +-0.00
X -0.49 -0.58 -0.50 -0.31 -0,30 -0.21 -0.19 -0.01
R -0.80 -0.61 -0.38 -0.15
M" -K).08 -0.12 -0.15 HO . 15 -0.06 +•0.06 -0,08 +0.08
•1-0.08 +-0.15 -\-0.12 +0.06 -0.15 + 0.08 -0.06
.. mk _ mm m, tm _






6.77A - 0.20B =





- ]_ 71 3.33
MAB" 2(.33v^ii - 1.07) = -.36
.33
LVJBA~ c \ i « iiT
Panel 2
M = 2(1.11+ -i22 - 1.07) = ,40
5.34B - 0.63C r 5.16
-0.77B + 3.77C =-2.40
B = .91
C z -.45
R = g_'i6x-'§2 ..". 2.91X.45 . 352 ~ " 3.91
"
Mbc= 2(.91 - ^ - .35) = 1.02
MCB = 2(-.45^i|i - .35) =-1.05
Panel 3
4.06C - 0.89D = 4.83












~P - .64) = 1.08




2.5D - E = -2,32
- D+2.5E = -1.88
D = ~I„34
E - -1.46
R4 = 5(-l,34 - 1,46} - -2.10
I^r 4(-1.34 - i|SS^2.lO)« .121.46
2
Mxrnr 4(-1.46 - 2i3i 4- 2 . 10 ) a -.12
^ED
Panel 5
2.5E - P = -1.88
- E + 2.5F r -1.29
E = -1.14
E r - .97
R 5 = |(-1.14 - .97) = -1.58
MEF= 4(-1.14 - a|Z 4-1.58) = -.16
MFEr 4(-.97 - i|ii+l.58) = .16
Panel 6
2.53P - 1.02G » -1,88
-0.89P 4 4.06G = -1.62
E = -.99
G r -,62
R - -2.95x.62 - 2.90x.60 . 7?6
' 3.91 " "'
MFG= 3(-.99 - -i|2+-.77) z -.40




3.77G - 0.77H = -1.96
0.630 + 5.34H = -1,85
G a -.60
H = -,42
e - -2.91x. 60 - 2.96X.4H . 79R
? T:mr -
-./?
MGH= 2(-„60 - -i|5-K77) :.' -.12
%T 2 ^' 42 * ±|2-f-.77) = .15
Panel 8
5.02H - 0,.521 = -1.87





L8 3783 = -,28
MHI * 2(-.37 - i|i-j .28) = -.18
MIH= 2(-.01 - i|2f.28) = .18
- 35 -

Second Moment Corrections - Load at C
Panel 1
6.77A - 0,20)3 =
-0.52A
-I 5*0233 " -1.02
A z -,01
B = -.20
R r "2«Qftg»01 "' 2.633C.2 - „ 16
Mi3= 2{-.01 - a|2 + ,16) = ,10
HBAr 2(-.20 - _2i + .16) r -.10
Panel 2
5.34B - 0.630 = -,4C
-0.77B 4- 3.77C « -1,08
B r -.11
C = -.28
p _ -2.96x.ll-_2.91x.28 . , nR2 3791 ~' 3U
MBC = 2(-.ll - ±|p-K30) I .15
MCB r 2(-.28 - -iii+,30) = -.09
Panel 3
4.06C - 0.89D = 1.05
-1.02C 4- 2.53D s -.12
C r .27
D = .06
•r 2 .95X.27 _ 2 . 90x.06 _ 9aR3 3790 * * 24
MCD" "(.27 f^ - .24) * .24




2*5D - . S « 1,08
- D-T2»5E :••' .16
D l. ,*M
E - ,36
R I |( .74 4- .36) :: .82
MDEr 4(.74^--i|£ - .82) = ,40
MED= 4(.36-fc--i|i - .82) sr-,.36
Panel 5
2.5E - P « .12





± |(ili + .21) t *25
MgyS 4(^134-^ - .25) r -.08
Mjjjs 4(. 21-f*|2 - .25) s .08
Panel 6
2.53F - 1.02G 2 -.16
-0.89F + 4.06G = .12
P s -.06
G = .02
R - -2.9Qx.06 V-2.95x.02 . _ 3
6 " 3.90
MFG= 3(-.06f i|^ ^ .03) = -.06




3.77G - 0.77H r -.32




2.96x.02 - 2.91x.08 a . 4
7 ' 3.91
"
MGHr 2(-.08f J.22^. .04) = -.06
MHG= 2(.02 - jl2§+..04) = .04
Panel 8
5.02H - 0.521 » -#15
-0.20H 4- 6.771 =
H = -.03
1=0
p . -2.83x.03 _ p>R8 3^3 "-° 2
MHI = 2(-.03 f .02) = -.02




Panel 1 2 3 4
Joint A B B C C D D E
-Q 4.56 5.38 4.98 5.23 -2.33 -2.38 -1.87 -1.87
< 0.71 1.14 1.14 1.62 j-0.72 -0,76 -1.25 -1.25





2.40 2.32 1.88 1.88




j 4.83 -1.88 -2.32 -1.88
* 0.33 1.11 0.91
i
-0.45




M" -0.36 0.40 1.02 -1.05
-1.08
1.08 -1.08 0.12 -0.12
_
-ft 0.00 -1.02 -0.40 1.05 -0.12 1.08 0.16
K -0.01 -0.20 -0.11 -0.28 ! 0.27 0.06 0.74 0.36
R -0.16 -0.30 j 0.24
i
0.82
Ifti 0.10 -0.10 0.15
I
-0.09 I 0.24 -0.16
j
0.40 -0.36





































































Influence Lines - First Correction
Load at Panel Pt 3 {" D)
Panel 1
6.77A - ,2B =
A = .03
-.52A f 5.02B = 4.71






R l " 2l2 - .6866] ' * 72
%B r 2(.03f±|4 - ,72) 3 -.44
MBAr 2(.944 i|2 - .72) = .46
Panel 2
5.34B - .62C = 4.30
-.76B 4 3.77C r 4.84
B = .98
C = 1.48
R r (3 - . 0443) . 98 -f (3 - .0886)1.48 , Q42 ' 2(2 - .0443)
MBC = 3(. 98+ i±4§ - 1,84) = - .362
<
2
MCB= 3(1.48 t^P - 1.84) = .39
Panel 3
4.05C - .9D = 4.11
-1.02C f 2.53D =-2.84
C = .84
D = -.78
p . (3 - .0482). 84 f (3 - .0964)(-.78) . n .
2(2 - .0482)
Uq$s 4(.84 - J*2§ - .06) = 1.56




2.5D - 1 E = 3,36
- ID
-f 2.5E = -2.81
D z 1.07
E = -.70
R = |(l.07 - .70) = .28
%E= 4(1.07 - ±1$. - .28) = 1.76
M^r 4(-.70-fi±22 - .28) * -1.80
Panel 5
2.5F - IE z -2.84
-IE " {- 2.5E i -1.93
E = -1.46
E = -1.72
R = |(-1.46 - 1.72) = -2.38




,= 4 (-1.46 - 1^2% f 2,38) - .24
Panel 6
4.05G - 0.9E = -2.43
-1.02G h 2.53E = -2.81
G = -.93
F = -1.48
R = -(3 - .0 482) . 93 - (3 - .0964)1.48 . _ 1#80
~2(2
- .0482)
MpG = 4(-1.48 - ±2lL+i,80) = -.56




5.34 H - ,62 5: -2.78
-•76 H + 3,77 G = -2.94
G s -.91
H s -.63
R * -(3-. 0443) .63 - (3-. 0886) .91 = -1.15
2T2-.04437~
1W = 3( -.91 - ^63 t 1.15) = -.21
2
MHG. = 3( -.63 - ^91 + 1.15) = .21
2
Panel 8
6.77 I - .2 H :
-.52 I 4- 5.02 H = -2.80
H a -.56
I = -.02
R * * (3-.0866).02 - i3r .1732) .56 = -.43
2 (2-. 08667
MHI r 2(-.56 - ±02 + .43) » -.28
2
MIH = 2(-.02 - .56 + .43) s .26
- 43 -
;.,;< _
Influence Lines - Second Correction
Load m PP3 r D
Panel 1
6.77 A - .2 B s









Mab s 2(^003 .090 - .094) 8 -.09
2
MBA » 2(.090 4- .003 - .094) * -.01
Panel 2
5.34 B - .62 C : -.46
-.76 B + 3.77 C = 1.56
B r -.04
C = .41
R2 = (3-. 0443) -.04 + (3-.0886)( + .4l) - .28
2T2 -.0443J
MBc = ^(-.04 * ^41 - .28) - -.^6
J«CB = 3( + .41 - ^04 - .28) m .33
2
Panel 3
4.05 C - 0.9 D = -.39





(3-.0^82)(-.27) 4. (3- .0964) (-.81) » -.80
*
2T2 - .154821
MCL « 4(-.27 - ^81 + .80) * .52
2




Panel 4 2.5 D - IE x 1,68
-1.0 D 2.5 E a -.24
R4 - 3'(.75 + .21) 2 .72
4
MDE r 4(.75.+ .21.- .72) = .52




ilP + 2.5 S t 1.80




Rk a 3 (.96 + .61) 1.18
Mjnj = 4(.96 + ^61 - 1.18) - .32
MFE = 4 (,51 ^16 - 1.18) = -.40
2
-1.02 G 4- 2*53 P a .28
4,05 G - 0*9 E - .21
G - .08
E = .14
R6 = (3-. 0482). 08 + (3- .0964) .14 a .16
21,2 - .0482'r
MpG z 4(.14 + _.£8 - .16) 3 .08
2





-.76 H + 3,77 G a '-.52
5.34 H - .62 G r .28
H = ,04
G - -.13
R7 s (3-. 0443). 04 - (3-. 0886). 13 . -.0?
2T2-. 04437
MgH : 3( -.13+ A04 f .07) = -.12
2
MHG = 3( .04 - j2S. 4- .07) = .15
2
Panel 8
-.52 I 4- 5.02 H : -.21
6.77 I - 0.20 H =
R
ft -
- (3-jl73^h_04 - -.03
2T2-. 08667
%I = 2(-.04 + .03) = -.02



















































































































































































































Influence Lines - First Corrections
Load at E
Panels 1 & 8
6.77A - 0.20B =0 A = .02
-0.52A + 5.02B = 3.72 B = .72
d - 2.914X.Q 2 j 2.828X.72 . ~
1 3.828
MAB r 2(.02f ±12 - .55) z -.34
MBA= 2(.72^^P - .55) = .36
Panels 2 & 7
5.34B - 0.63C = 3.60 B = .81
-0.77B 4- 3.77C = 3.84 C = 1.18
_ m 2. 96x. 81 { 2.91x1.18 n , nR s 1,49
* 3.912
MBC r 3(.81fl^§ - 1.49) = -.27
MCB = 3(1.18 t±|I - 1.49) r .272
Panels 3 & 6
4.06C - 0.89D i 3.24 C = 1*23
-1.02C 4- 2.53D ^ 3.76 D = 1.99
r =
2*95x1.23 i 2.90x1.99 i 2>4Q
3.904
MCD= 4(1.23 fili§ - 2.40) = -.72
MDC = 4(l.99-fi^ - 2.40) = .80
Panels 4 & 5
2.5E - 1.0D r 2.68
-1.0E -'- 2. 51) = -3. 75
R 4 = ^(- 1 -28 ' *56) = -.54- 34
M
I)E
= 4(-1.28 i^ 4 .54) : -1.84
MED:: 4(.56 - I|28 f .54) = 1.84
- 49 -

Influence T ines - Second Correction
Load at E
Panels 1 & 8
6.77A - 0.20B =0 A =





= 2( 0+ 4" " ,04) " " ,04
UBk~ 2(.05f-| - .04) = *02
Panels 2 & 7
5.34B - 0.63C s -.36 B = -.05
-0.77B I 3.77C - .72 C = .18
R r = -2.96x.05 t 2.91x.l8 R = 1Q2
.3.912 4
"
MBC = 3(-.05f il§ - .10) r -.18
MCB = 3 (.18 - ±|5 - .10) = .18
Panels 3 & 6
4.060 - 0.89D r -.27 C * -.24
-1.02C f 2.53D r 1.84 D = -.86




MCD= 4(-,25 - jl|2 + .80) - .56
MDC
£ 4 ("' 82 * i|S + .80) = -.56
Panels 4 & 5
2.5E - 1.0D = -.80 D = -.02
-1.0E *- 2.5D = 1.84 E = .73
R 4
= |(-« 02 ^• 73 ) R4= .53
%T 4(-.024-Jt|S+ .53) = -.76
M
e;d








!Load at Panel Pt 4 = E
1 2 3 4
A B B c C D D E
3.04 3.59 3.32 3.49 3.21 3.30 3.75 3.75
.47 .76 .75 1.08 1.19 1.78 2.50 2.50










































.18' .56 - .56
-4.17












































-1.87 -1.20 -1.08 -0.751-0. 83 -0.45
-3.12 -2.53 -2.91
2.58 3.92! 3.24 3.731 3.60 4.08
T
_ -L





































4.83 2.71! 2.38 4.08| 2.79 4.18! 3.22 4.26
- 52 -

Preliminary Moment Computations - Web Members
Member AAf
Moment Dh = 3144
hh E-60 s 2865
Impact = 615
Total 3480




Sidewalk hh = 220
Design Moment 7362 fk
Member BB f
Dh = 5170
hh E-60 = 4410
Impact = 950
Total 5-^60




Sidewalk hh = 362
Design Moment 11,745 fk
Member CC f
Dh 3000
hh E-60 = 2630
Impact = 830
Total 3460




Sidewalk hh * 256















Design Moment a 4046 fk
Hernia er EE1
DL =945








Design Moment = ^593 fk
- 54 -

Preliminary Moment Computations - Chord Members
;•ember AB
D'L s 3440
LL E-60 = -3020
Impact S 695
Total 3715






Sidewalk hh = 240
Design Moment 7958 fk
Member BC
DL = 2260









Sidewalk hh = 173





LL E-60 a 1330
Impact s ^83
Total 1713







Design Moment a 3548 ik
Ilember ^L
DL s 1480
ELi E-60 s 1*100
Impact a 490
Total 1890





Design Moment s 3790 fk
- 56 -

Determination of K values for second computations
Assuming C 15^'
" I «
K =. 11x15x12 IT20xLx














































Influence Line Computations - Second Set
Load at B
.q s (.0942x160 - 200)( .0866x26.25 - .87 5x30), tA 2(2 - .0866)200
~ - (.875x30 - .0866x26.25) _ A r,o





'™l"' 2(2 - .0866)200
-cv =
(.0463x232 - 134 ) ( .0443x22.5 4- . 125x30 j.
,r± 1
*B 2(2 - .0443)134
r _
(-.7.25x30 - .0443x22.5) -
n Q1
^ 2(2 - .0443)
n r (-^i^5xgp - .0443x22.5) = . #009R2 2(2 - .0443)134
-n - (.0507x136 - 90) (.0482x18. 75 *-. 125x30) - _ ]a1)
2(2 - .0482)90











- -95(. 125x301 ,
-#94
^ 4x95
_q^ r LL£lg5x30) a 94








n - -1.25x30 = m g/i
, - -1. 25x30 s q,
-V 4
q = ^2^1^30 s _ #0099
^5 4x95
o - 1» 0507x136 - 90 ) (-.0482x11.2 5 -*•• . 125x3
J
) ..
"^ " " "
'"VC-c - .0482790
r







(-.12 5x30 ±j, 0482x11. 25) - „ ,0091
^6 ' ""'2(2 -
.0482)90
mt r




.0 = (-.125x30 -f .0443x7.5) r . 87
C-, r





~ 2(2 - .0443)134
lc ± (.0942x160 - 2Q0)(-. 0866x3
.







n 2(2 - .0866)
. r
.(-.. 125x30 + .0866x3 .75)
= . 045





(.0 942x160 - 100) ( . 0866x22.5 - .75x30)
= 4 # 98





~'& r 2(2 - .0866)
r ,
- (.75x30 - .0866x22.5) - n D«
**1 2(2 - .0866)200
ppnel 2
r .
(.0463x232 - 134) ( .0443x45 .75x30)
. ftQ
-£ 2(2 - .0443)134
- ( .75x30 - .0443x45) . - ,
-^C
- 2(2 - 7o4437
n . (.75x30 - .0443x45) . n ~ D
r^ 2(2 - .0443)134 '
Panel 3
-f„ - (»0^07xl36 - 90 )(. 0482x37. 5f jL25x30) . r ,.n
*°
2(2 - .04^Ti5 " " <S§<5
°
. i« - (-.25x30 - .0482x37.5) _ , Q
-
-»25x30 - .0482x:






-c, = il^lL25x30i . . 1-8?
6D 4x95










































200)( .0866x18.75 -.625x30) - ' .*
2"["2
-.08667200
.625x30 - .0866 x 18_l75 = 4 * 49
"2T2 -.08667""
.625 X 30 - .0866 x_.18_j.75 a .022
TT2 -.0866T20D
ji04^ x 232 - 134) (,. 0443 x 37.5 -.625x30 ;= 4 , 0,
2T2 -,"04437 13
4
±.§25jx.J5Q - ,0443 x 37.5) = 4,36
2(2 -.0443)
.635 x 30 - ,0443 x 37. 5)
2T2-c ^1437134
033





,625 X 50 -_o0482_x 56.25) = 4.12
2f2 -.0482*]
,325 x 30 - .0482 x 56,25) - .046
2f2 - .0482790
-9511.575 x 30) = -2.81
4 x 95
:Li^_x_30]_ 3 -2.81









" Q,p r -2.82
qR5 = -.030
- % Z -2,46
- % Z -2.28
QR6 = "°^7










" %x - ( ' 2942x16 - 200)( .0866x 1 5_^5x30 ) - 3.32
2T2*"-.U866")2TJD
-QlB s («5x30 -.0866x15) - 3.59TT2 -715866;
fel = (cb x30 -.0866x15) s .018
2TT": o"3S66T2CJ0
Panel 2
CB ' ( .0465x^32 - 134
)
( ,044 3x30 -.5x30) = 3.22
2l2 • ,C'i 43/134
"
r
iC * (.5 X 50 -_.0443 XJ50; 3 3.49
" 2T2 - ."044TJ





-Qc r (.0507 X 136 - 90) ( .0-82x4.'
~~2f7 '-711182790
-to " (« 5 X 30 .0482 x 45) ~ 3.30
2',2 -70482")
QR« e (.ox 30 -.0382 x 4 5) a ,037
2(T •-.0482790
-% = (-95)(-.5 x 3 0) = 3.75
4 x 95
-Qe = (.5 x 30) = 3.75
Z
0^4 s .5 x 30 =- 040
4 x 95






















Panel Constant Computations Load at B
panel 1
Pi 5x160 200 + ( 3-. 866) ( .0942x160- 200 ) U ^i . o
2(2-. 0866 J U
t200
( 3 -.1734H. 0942x160 - 200 )|b r 5.82
T" 2(2 -.0866;
299A - 37B = 5.82
0JB-H200'00-1-1.5x232 - (3-.1732 )2Q 4-[2 -(5 -.0866)200 f ^ 6.28
2T2-. 08667" I 2 2l2 -.0866]
&
400B - 52A r 6.28
Solving Simultaneously: A - .022 B s .019






l,5x£32 + 134 -h ( 3- . 04 43 ) ( . 04 63x232- 134 ) B -H134 + (3- .0886) (
.
0463x23$)
"" 2(2- ,0443 ) U .2 "2T2-. 0443J
C = -1.11 i
134+1.5x136 - ( 3- .0886) 134/0 4-/134 - (3-. 0443)134 B r -1.21
2(2-.0443TtJ C.2 21 2-. 0443 JJ
238C - 34Br -1.21
Solving Simultaneously: B a -.003 C a -.005







Rv-n6 + 90+ ( 3-. 0482) (. 0507x136-90 ) C j 90 »( 3- .096 4 )( . 0507x136-90 )
,5X
2T2-70482) J LT2 2(2^704875 _J
D = -1.10
231C - 17D z 1.10
'") r H
3tl 5x74 - (3-. 0964 )90 fo ^90 - (3 -.0482)90 C - -1.19
I'T2-.04827| [2 2(2-. 0482;J
134D - 23C - -1.19
Solving Simultaneously: C s -.0055;!) « -.0098








1^5D - 24E r -.94
94
7 r- 7
1-1.5x47 - ( 3)95 <E+/95 - ( 3)95 )D - -.
4 / ,
!T 4Jw
^—94E - ZAD' S -.94
Solving S imultaneDusly Da -.0092 ; E « -.012





135E - 24F z -.94
-24E + 94S1 r -.94
S ; -.012
B" - -.0092
Rc « 3 (-.0092-. 012) - .0099 - -.0265
*
Panel 6
134F - 23G r -.32






-2.95x.0Q39 - 2,90 x._0068 - .0091 r -.0173
3.90
Panel 7
238G - 34H r -.87
-25G + 389H r -.81
G = -.0040
H r -.0023
R7 r -2.96x.Q023 - 2. 91 x.0040 -.0065 s -.0112
3.91
Panel 8
400H - 521 r -.90









Panel Constant Computations - Load at C
r'anel 1
2&9A - 37B = 4.98
-52A i- AOOb = 5.38
A = .019 , B = .016
Rl = 2.91^019) +2.83(.016)+^ = #053
ianel 2
389B - 25C = 4.82
-34B \ 238C = 5.24
3 = .014 , C = .024
r
. 2.96(.014) j(2.9l)(.024) ^05g = #06?
2 3.92
Panel 3
231C - 17D = -2.20
-23C +~ 1341) = -2.39
C = -.011 , D 3 -.020
R, = 2^5 (-.011) ^90^^020) , (-o02?) a -#05Q
3 • 9U
Panel 4
135D - 24j; = -1.87
-24D 4 94E = -1.87



























Panel Constant Computations - Load at PP3
Panel l
299A - 37B =4.15
-52A 4 400B =4.49
Solving Simultaneously; A = .016 , B = .013
s
2.9l(.016) f 2 .83( . Q13j
^ t022 = .044
1 3 o 82
Panel 2
389B - 25C =4.02
-34B + 238C = 4.36
Solving Simultaneously; B = .012 , C s .020
^ 3 # y«c
Panel 3
R3
231C - 171) = 3.80
-23C 4- 1341) = 4.12
Solving Simultaneously; C = .019 , D = .034
- i-i5U019Lt^90i^034| ,. >046 s Q
3.90
ranel 4
135D - 241] = -2.81
-24D 94E = -2.81
Solving Simultaneously; D = -.027 , E * -.037
r4
=


























Panel Constant Computations - Load at E
Panel 1
299A - 37B « 3.32
-52A * 400B =3,59
A = .012 , B = .011
R s 2.9^.012) f2 f 8Z( ,011), ^ Qia a -035K l 3.82
Panel 2
389B - 25C = 3.22
-343 + 238C = 3.49
B = .009 , C s .016
r2
s
2. 96( .0091,12^1^0161 hQ26 s Mb
Pe.nel 3
231C - 17D =3.04
-23C + 134D =3.30
C = .015 , D = .027
r3
=
2 .95 (.015) + ^12h2^1i t.037 = ,069
Ianel 4
L35D - 24E = 3.75
-24D 1 94E =3.75
D = .036 , E = .049
r, =



























Load at PP1 « = K(A4| - R) W^
Panel 1
MAB
























* 200(. 019+ 4p - .062)
MBC = 134(-.003 - i22St,015)
HGB = 134(-.005 - -^p+-.015)
HCI) = 90(-.0055 - A2|2§ t ,024) MCI) — 1.-26
%G = &0(-.0098 - —|^ +-.024) HDC = f0.99
MDE
s 95(-.0092 - ^S t .026) Mra = + 1.05
M














HaB = 200(.019 +^S - .053) M^ = -5.202
0]
1- A = 200(.016+4r^ - .053) Mn A -5.40
HBC - 134(.014 + -^- - .067) MBC = -5.49
MqB
a 134(.024+-*r^ - .067) UCB -4.82
%D - 9°(-- 011 - •#->• °50) MCD * 2.61
= 90(-.020 - -4-ii 1-.050) %c - +-2. 16
'DC
-
LK = 95(-.018 - ^p4-.052) % = +2.09





























200(.016+--~~ - .044) Ji^ = -4.40
2
;00(. 013 + ^4^ - * 044 ) MBA = ~ 4 - 60
134(.012+-~^ - *057) HBC = -4,69.0202
W4(.020 + -S^S - .057) IVd = -4.15













90(.019 + ~~- - .086) KCI) = -4.50









.9995(-o0092 - -=-— +.026)
90 (-.00 68 - —~ + .017) H„.a = .72
90(~.0039 - i20§§ K017) K,,, = -90
134(-.0040 - i£|22 +.011) KGH = .80
134(-.0023 - -^~~ +.011) Hm = .94
200(-.0027 - ^2231 +.0Q88) l!in = .922



















= 200t.01£-f-^i - .035)
= 200(.011+4-^ - .035)
= 134 (.016t-4— - .045)
= 90 (.015 + -4*2 - .069)
90(.027 t-1— - .069)
= 95(.036+4^- - 0.10)




































%D S -3 .13
- 78 -

First Iloment Corrections - Load at B
1 _ £99A - 37B =
-52A->- 400B = -1.21
A = -.00038
B = -.0031
- 2.91X.00038 - 2.83X.Q031 -
_ 0026R l s 3.83
I:AB
= 200(-. 00038 - £x. ;031 + .0026) = 0.14
IIBA= 200(-.0031 - ix. 00038 r .0026) =-0.14
2 - 38813 - 25C = 6.4
-34B t 238C * -1.26
B = .016
C = -.0030
2.96X.016 - 2.91X .003 _ onQQ
ll^
c
= 134(.016 - TTX.0030 - .0099) s 0.62
IICB = 134 (-.0030 i ix.016 - .0)99) = -0.66
2*10 - 17D = -1.07
•23C -V 134D = -1.05
C = -.0055




i^CDs 90(-.0055 - -Vx. 0088 f .011) = 0.072
"%
c = 90(-.0088 - $x.0055 + .Oil) = -0.072
- 79 -

4 . 94D - 24E = -.99
-24D + 135E 2 -.86
D = -.013
E = - .0086
r4
= |(-.013 - .0086) = -.016
u s 95(-.013 - ix. 0086 +.016) = - * 10
HED= 95(-.0086 - ix.013 +-.016) = 4-. 10
5 - 135E - 24F = -.86
-24E +- 94F = -.72
E = -.0080
F = -.0097
R 5 = |(-.0(H0 - .0097) = -.013
MvF= 95(**0080 -ix.0097 f .013) = .05
M^s 95(-.0097 - ix.0080+- |013) = -*04
6 - 134F - 23G = -.99
-17F + 231G « -.80
F = -.0079
G - -.0040
p - -2 .90x.0079 - 2.95X. 0040 , nnQnr 6 __ .0090
MFG = 90(-.0079 - -S-X.0040+ .0090) = -.08
%g.« 90(-.0040 - tx. 0079 f. 0090) = .09
- 80 -

7 . 238G - 34H = -.90
-25G 388H = -.92
G = -.0040
H = -.0026
, -2 .91x.0040 2.96X.0026 . nnAQR7 ?-qj .uu4y
MGh= 134(-.0040 - £x.0026 f .0049) = -.05
Mun = 134(-.0026 - ix. 0040 f .0049) = .04





-2.83x.0024 - 2. Six. 000 ^
-
. Q020
MHI * 200(-.O024 - ix. 0003 t. 0020) = - 0.10












Joint ABB C C
-0,
ex .022 .019J-.J03 -.005; -.0055 -.009d-. 0092 -.012
:
!
R j .062 '-.015 J-.024
li
1 ;




0.00 -1.21 i 6.4 -1.26
.0004 t0031 0.16
-O030J-.0055 -.0088)-. 013 -.0086
i
j
.0026 '-.0099 {-.Oil 1-.016
i !










-1.07 -1.05 -0.99 -0.86
1.83 0,41
=±=











,.026 j -.017 -.011

























•04 - .10 .10
0.99 0.75 0.98 0,82 0.96
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First Moment Corrections - Load at C
299A - 37B z
-52A + 400B z 5.49 '
A a .0017
B = .014
^1 » 2.91 x.0 017 f 2.83 x.014 = .012
3.83
I-I^* 200(,0017 + 1 x.014 -*012) : -.60
JJbA « 200(,014 + 5 x.0017 -.012) a .60
2. 2
388B - 25C a 5.40
-34B + 238C * -2.61
B s .013
C z -.0091
Rp * <Ll2§.-*l°11 -_ 2 * 91 x.0091 a .0031*
~
"'3.91
MBC u 134(.013 - 1 x.0091 -.0031) - .67
MCB a 134(-. 0091 4
2
1 x, 013 -.0031) s -.71
3.
4.
231C - 17D = 4.82
-23C +- 134D = -2.09
C = .020
D = .012
R3 = 2.95 x.02 - 2.90 x.012 = .0062
3.90
!1CD s 9°(-°20 - 1 x.012 -.0062) u .72
2
IJpQ z 90(-.012 f 1 x.020 -.0062) = -.72
2
94D - 24E z -2.16
-24D ^ X35E z -1.72
D = -.028
E r- .018
R4 r 3 (-.028 -.018) s -.035
4
%E= 95(-.028 - 1 x. 018 -f. 035) a -.23
2











135E - 24F : -1.71
-24E 4- 94F = -1.44
E z -f016
I : -.019
Rc r 3 (-.016 -.019) * -.0265 Z
MEF = 95(-.016 - 1 x.OJ-9 +.026) = .10
i-W = 95(-.016 - 1 x. 019^*026) -.10FL g
134F -> 23G t -1*98
-17F + 231G s -1.60
F = -.016
a = -.008
Ha -2.90 x.008 - 2.95 x_.016_« -.0186 3.90
MFG r 90(-0.16 - 1 x.008 -^.018) = -.18
2
MGF r 90(-.008 - 1 x.016 +.018) .18
238G - 34H r -1.80
-25G f 388H r -1.84
G r .0080
H s .0052
R7 = -2.91 x. 0080 - 2,96 x.0052 - -.0098
3.91
MGH r 134(-,0080 - 1 x.0052 -f. 0098 ) : -.09
2
HHg = 134(-.0080 - 1 x.0052 *.0098) s .09
2
400H - 521 = -1.88





= -2.83 x.0049 - 2.91 x.0006 = -.0040
3.83
HHI r 200(-,0049 - 1 x.0006 +.0040) t -.20
2









Second Moment Corrections-Load at C
299A - 37B -
-52A + 400B = -.67
A -.0002
B r -.0017
Rt - -2.91 x.0002 - 2.83 x.0017 . -.00141 ^_H3
M^ s 200(-.0002 - 1 x.0017 + .0014) - .08
lIgA z
200(-.0017 - 1 x. 0002 ±.0014) - -.08
388B - 25C = -.67
-34B + 238C = -.72
B r -.0020
C = -.0033
Rp - -2.96 x.0020 - 2.91 x.0033 - -.0040
* 3.91
MBC r 134 (-.0020 - 1 x.0033 +- .0040) = .05
2
M^ - 134(-.0033 - 1 x.0020 + .0040) = -.04
2
231C -17D = .71
-23G + 134D - .23
C r .0023
D I .0033
R, z 2.95 x.0023 • 2.90 x.0033 - .0042
%D= 90(.0023+ 1 x.0033 -.0042) - -.03
2
MDcr 90(.0033 + 1 x.0023 -.0042) = .03
2
94D - 24E s .72
-24D f 135E b -.10
D r ..0076
E - .0006
R4 3 (.0076 -f. 0006) s .0062
4
nDE = 95 (.0076 + 1 x.,0006 -.0062) z .16
.2






Joint B B D D E
4.98 5.38' 4.82 5.24 -2.20 -2.39 ! -1.87 -1.87
.019 .016! .014 .024 -.011 -.020 -.018 -.025 !
R .053 .067 -.050 -.052
]! 1-5.20 -5.40-5.49-4,82 2.61 2.16' 2.09 1.71
i
Q, 0.00 5.49; 5.40 -2.61 4.82 -2.09 -2.16 -1.72
|







R 1.012 .-£031 ,.0062 J-.036
li
M














.08 - .08, .05 - .04 |- .03 .03
j
.16 - .16























-1.88-1.64 -1.52 -1.74 -1.62 '-1.80
1
! !






1.98 1.44 1.80 j 1.60 1.88 1.84 1.72 I
-1.44
;
-1.98 -1.60 -1.80 -1.84 -1.88 0.00





.10 j - .18 • 18 - .09
1.82 1.88 1.26 1.98
.09 I - .20 .20 j
\
1.51 1.97 1.64 1.92
- 88 -
!
Influence T.inea - First Correction
Load at D
Panel 1
299A - 37B =




Mab r Jb00(. 0014- ix. 012 - .01) = -.60
I%A = 200( .012 + -Vx.001 - .01) = .60
Panel 2
389B - c5C = 4.60




MBG = 134 ( .013+ rx.021 - .025) = -.27
HCB = 134(.021 + £x.013 - .025) = .27
Panel 3
231G - 17D = 4.15





MCD 5 90(.016 - ix.021 +.003) = .81
Ujxj = 90(-.021 + ix.016 K003) s -.90
Panel 4
135D - 24E = ^.78




MDL = 95(.024 - ix.021 - .002) s 1.14
M




-24F 4- 94J] = -2.56




Itp«. = Q5(-.033 - rx.022 4-.041) = -.28
IIFE = 95(-.022 - $x. 033 +.041) = .28
Panel 6
-23G * IMF 3 -2.97




Jl-pQ = 90(-.024 - -g-x.012 + .027) = -.27
Hj.351 = 90(-.012 - £x.024 + .027) = .27
Pane"1 7
-34H -I- 2380 = -2.70




11, « = 134(-.012 - ix.008 + .015) = -.13
1IHG = 134(-.008 - fee.012 f .015) = .13
Panel 8
-521 * 400H = -2.82




HHI = 200(0 - ix.007 + .005) = .40
MIH = 200(-.007 - fec04v005) = -.40
- 90 -

Influence Lines - Second Correction
Penel 1
299A - 37B =
-53A Y 4003 = .27








389B - 25C = -.60




M3C = 134(-.0018 - ix. 0037 + .0041) = .07
IIC3 = 134(- e 3037 - ix. 0018 Y .0041) = -.07
Panel 3
Panel 4
231C - 17D = - .27





= 9°(-«001 9 ~ "ix.0088 + .0080) =
MDC = &0(-,0088 - |x.0019* .0080) «
135D - 24E = .90






MBE s 95(. 0076 + &x. 0049 - .0094) = .07




-24F 4- 94E 1.04







jljjjj, = 95( .0121 4-£x. 0042 - .0122) = .19
I%
:
= 95(. 0042 + ix. 0121 - c 0122) -.19
Panel 6
-23G + 1345" = -.28




IIFG = 90(-.0020f -g-x. 0004 + .0012) = -.05
HGJ, = 90(,0004 - ix. 0020 + .0012) " .05
Panel 7
-34K + kZ&Cx = -.27




%H s 134(-.0013 - ix.0011 4.0018) =
KHG
= 134(-.0011 - ix. 0013 -V- .0018) =
Panel 8
-521 + 400H = -.13
2991 - 37H =









'4.15 4.49 I 4.02 4.36' 3,80 4.12
D
- 2 . 88 - 2 .8
1
016 .013! .012 .020, ,019 .034 1 -.027 -.037
R .044 .057 .086 -.078
11' -4.40 -4.60 ' -4.69 -4.15! -4.50 -3.78 3.14 2.56
-Q, 4.69 4.60 4.50 j 4.15-3.14
oc .001 .012
|
.031 .021; .016 -.021














-.27 .27 ; .81 -.90 ; 1.14 -1.04
-.60 -.81 ! -.27 -1.14 j .90 .28
.0007 ! -£018 -.0037 * -.0019 -,0083 I .0076 .0049
H,M
'
-.0 041 | -J0080
i
| .07 -.07 ! .15 -.15
,0094
,07 -.07
ggqbgsBs; :b TJSJJ -** * ^^Hn^"*fc^^^w"*^*"
I
M 1-5.00 -4.00 i -4.89 -3.95 j -3.54 -4.83 j 4.35 1,45
- 93 -
vj*;:.r
6E F F G G H
-2,82 -2.82 i -2.46














-2.28 I -2.61 -2.43 -2.70
-.012 -.012 -.007
-.0.33 I -.026
2.70 j 2.40 2.82 j 2.76
2.49
r
























































Influence Lines First Correction Load at E
panel 1, 8
299A - 37B =
-52A v- 100B = -3.76
A = .0012
B = .0095
R X * .0079
Map = 200(.0012 -!- 1 x.0095 -.0079 = -.40
--AB -




389B - 25G r -.21








MCB - 134 ( ,0172 -f 1 x,0105 -*0208) - .21
2
23 1C - 17D = 3,2C





CI) s 90(,0162 + 1 x.0324 -.0362) - -.36
MLC r 90(.0324 + 1 x.0162 -.0362) = ,36
135D - 24E = 2.88




1TDE m 95(.0155 - 1 x.0326 +.0128) = 1.14




Influence Lines - Second Correction - Load at E
Panel 1,8
299A - 37B a
-52A 4 400B = ,21
A = .03007
B .00053
R x = .00044
Hab = 200 ( .00007 -i-ix. 00053 - .00044) r - o 02
1CBA - 200( .00053 -V-ix.00007 - .00044) = .02
Panel 2,7
389B » 25C = -.40




HBC = 134(-,00094+ix. 00132 - .00027) = -.08
IIqB = 134( t 0)132 - -he. 00094 - .00087) " -08
Panel 3,6
231C - 17D = - .21




i;CL = 90(-,0016 - ix.0088 + . 0077) = .16
1IDC * 90(-.0088 - ix.0016 4-. 0077) = - . 16
Panel 4,5
135D - 24E - -.21




llDE = 95(-.0016 - ix.0004 +.0015) = -.03



















3.59 O e <G<C 3.49 3.04
,












j ... . — j
i




20 3,96; 2,88 -3.44 i
1
* ,00.,2 ,0095 .0105
i







- ,40 •401- .£1 .21 - .36 .36 1.14 -1.14




-1.14 - ,.36 -1.14
:
< 00007 .00053 I -00049
1
,00132 I-.0016 -r0088 -0OOI6 - t0004
i
R .00044 1,00027 -.007 ri -.0015
1
M'*» - ,02 .02 - .08 ,08 .16 - .16 - .03 .03






























































-3.20 >3 r 60 -3.68 ! -3.76
i
'
-.01b2 ; - 0172 -.0105; -.0095
j
i
| -o0208 ; -*J079
.36 j- .21 .21 j - .40
.21 j- .36 .40 ; - -21




4.55 2.85 j 2,68

























Loraont Computations - Web Meaibers
Uembar A! '
TA 314C fk
hh B-6C r. 27 5C
Impact r 590
Total 643h
hh H-15-S12-44 R 367
Cone . r, 06
Impact -» 62
j. 'J L a, _,. 515
Sidewalk tieZx,
Design Moment ; 1 1,762 fk
...ember B3
'
Dh a 5180 fk
hh E-6J s 4423
Impact a 947
Total 10,550






Sid ova. Ik = 362
Design Moment = 11,762 fk
iiember CC '
Dh - 3258 fk
hh E -60 rs 2882
Impact r: _626
Total 6^66



















Ifpan l '-' 53
TothJl 347
Sidewalk z 152
Design Iloment a 4,447
llember BE 1











Design Iloment £ 3000 fk
- 100 -

licment Computations - Chord Hembers
render fcB












Design lloment <m 7,222
[ember BC

























Design lloment = 3,529 fk















ft - (.0942 - lH .0866x26.25 - .875x30) . R ~ 7











•l" 2T2 - .0866'Jl
Panel #2
. (.0463 - l) ( .0443x22.5 + .125x30) . , ,.
-Ob 2(2 - IbWa) " U15
(- .12:ox30 - .0443x22.5) . 1 Q1
-Qc s 2X2""-"704437
•
r - -.125x30 - .0443x22.5 . , 01
^ 2(2 - .644i5)i i,<! -L
Panel #3
_q - (>Q507 - l) ( .0482x18.75 + .125x30) = _ 1#13
"^
" 2(2 - .0482)1 "
n - -.125x30 - .0482x18,75 - .1 to
"SD - 2T2 - .04827
-
-» 125x30 - .0482x18.75 z
-1.19
jR3~ 2(2 - .0482)1
Panel #4
-
-K. 125x30) - . qA





















(> 0507x3. - 1) (-.0482x11.25 V .125x30) s _ 0#78







(.0463x1 - 1) (-.0443x7.5 4 .125x30)
= _ Q
2(2 - .0443)1






-.125x30 4 ,0482x11.25) -
_ 82
2(2 - .0482)








2(2 - .0443)1 "
.0942x1 - 1) (-.0866x3.75 4.125x30)
2(2 - .0866)1













(.0942 - 1) ( .0866x22.5 - .75x30) „ 4<89
"^A " 2(2 - .0866)1 '






.75x 0 .5 _
Q,R . * ~tz rr-~TT 5.38
Panel 2
(.0 463 - 1) (. 0443x45 - .75x30)




" iC 2(2 - .0443)
q =
» 75x30 -.10445x45
= 5^3R2~ 2(2 - .0443)1 "
Panel 3
Panel 4
„ . (.0507 - 1) ( .0482x37.5 I .25x30) . Q „.
U 2(2 - .0482)1
-
(- .25x30 - .0482x37.5)
- ^ 2 38"^
' 2T2 - .04827
n -




!( ,25x30) - , 87









































~^B 2(2 - .0866)
=
« 625x30 - ,0866x18.75
= 4<4g
"" R l ' 2T2 - ,0866) 1
Panel 2
-
(.0463 - 1) (..0443x37.5 - .625x30)
- 4 14
~^B 2(2 - .0443)1 '
-
(0 625x30 - .0443x37.5)
. 4> j6
~^C 2(2 - .0443)
r, „ .625x30 - ,0443x37.5 m A ,~
K
2 2(2 - .0443J1
Panel 3
(.0507 - 1) U0482x56.2,5 r >625x5Q) _ 3 e91
-Q
C 2(2™". 0482)1
.625X30 - .0482x56.25 B 4>12"^D 2(2~-
.0482)





.q = -_K»^5x30) m _ 2t82
.% a 1-375x30) a „ 2e82
n - -.375x30 „ Q 00
*R4



































(.0942 -l)(. 0866x15 - . 5x30)
= 3 26
"






33 2(2 - .0866)
A .5x30 - .0866x15 . ,, KQ















*R2 2U - .0443)1
P?nel 3
-








wD 2(2 '- .0482)
r = .5x30 - .0482x45 B 3#30% 2(2 - ".0482)1 '
Panel 4































Equations for Determining Joint Constants
panel 1
i K i 4. i j L2 " .0866) (.0942x1 - l)
1j ( 3 - 2X.0866) ( .094£xl - l)~




f (5 - 2x. 0866)11 T li 5x 1 - r . / ! " An -, \2(2 - .086b)
B + 1 il-Z^L28Mill A




j B-l 4- 1 + (* - .0443) (,0*63x1 - X)1.5x1 +
2{2 m ^ Q443)
i Ti L2 - 2X. Q443) U0463xl ~ l)~1
|5 £(2 - .044?)) J
C = -QB
1.78B - .210 a -Qg
1 + 1 5x1 - i5^-J^0443ii]1.5X
g(2 _ >0443) J
. (3 - .0443)11 B .
(2 - .0443)





I tel + 1 xj3 " .0482) (.0507x1 - lfl G1.5x1 r
2(2 m >0482) J
(3 - 2x. 482) ( .0 507x1 - l) 1 p . _ r
2(2 - .0482) "J " ^2
^
1.78C - .2 ID = -OoC
1 + 1.5*1- if™^048^)xi
2(2 - .0482)
1 (5 «* .0482)xl
f
" 2(2 - .0482),.
1.76D - .260 = -%
I)
fl.5xl.-V-i] D - ±E = -Q,D
1.75D - «25E =
-CJu
Ii.5xH-t] E - iD = ~ r^
1.75E - .25D = - riE
- 112 -

Joint Constant Computation - T oad at B
Panel l
1.82A - . 17B = 5.77
- .26A v 1.76B = 6.28
A = 3.56 B = 4i09
-
2*91x3.564 £.83x4.09
. g OQ - -,, g,
1 3 .82
U^j (3.56-+-™ - 12.03) < -6.4-3
MBA = (4.094~- - 12.03) = -6.16
Panel 2
1.78B - .21C -1.15
-.26B 4 1.76C = -1.21








= ("• 74 " ^ + 2.36) = 1.22
MCB = (-.80 - —4 2.36) = 1.19
Pa,nel 3 ' •
1.78G - .211) -1.13
- .26C 4 1.76D = -1.19
C = -.75 D = -.78
r> - *2.95x.73 - 2.90^.78 Q _H3
___„ 1.19 - -2.33
MGI) =(-.73 - — 42.33) = 1.21
MLC =(-,78 - ---42.33) = 1.19
Panel 4
1.75D • .253 = -.94
-.23D 4 1.73E = -.94
D = -.63 E = -.63
R4 = |("«63 - .63) -.94 = -1.88












1.75E - .25F = -0.94
-.25E + 1.75F = -0.94
E = -0.63 S1 = -0.63
R& =3/4(-0.S3 - 0.63) - 0. (,4 = -1.88
MEF = l(-0.63 - &T0.63 +1.88) = *94




1.76F - .263 " -O.cSS
-.21S1 * 1 78G - -0.78






l(-0»54 - fx0.50-"r 1.60) = 0.81






1.76G - .26H = -0.87
-.20G +- 1.78H = -0.83
G = 0.57 H = -0.53
-2.91x.57 - 2.96x0.53
_ o 87 = 1 70
3.91
" ""
l(-0.57 - 4x0*55 +1. 70) = .87




1.76H - .261 = -0.90
•.17K K 1.621 = -0.81
H = -0 a 59 I = -0.50
-2.83x.59
3.83
l(-0.59 -• -1x0.50 tl c 7l) = 0.87
Ll£!2Ll.5o m Oo90 - _ 1%71







1.75E - .25F = -0.94
-.2511 -V 1.75P = -0.94
E = -0.63 Pa -0.63
=3/4(-0,&3 - 0.63) - 0.94 = -1.88
= l(-Q.63 - 4*0.63 +1.88) = .94






1.76F - .263 " -0.82
-.21F •+ 1 78G - -0.78
P = -0.54 G « -0.50
-8.90x.-54 - 2.95X.50
_ tQ2 = _ lt60
3 a 90
l(-0.54 - 4*0.50+1.60) = 0.81
l(-0,50 - 4*0.54+1.60) = 0.83
Panel 7 1.76G - .26H = -0,87
-,20G + 1.78H = -3.83
G -0.57 Ha -0.53
- zEiJL^Z.J.^-."-.^J.^P^:9.JL^.'
Z)
87 = 1 70
3.91
= l(-0.57 - 4x0*55 -M. 70) = .87




i:anel 8 1.76H - .^61 = -0.90
•„17K h 1.621 = -0.81





- 90 = -1 71
"3.83"
= l(-0.59 - 4x0.50 fl,7l) = 0.87






Joint Constant Computations - Load at C
pane l l 1.82A - „17B = 4. 89
-.26A 4- 1.76B * 5.38
A = 5.01 B = 3.50
2. 91x3. 01+ 2.83x3.50 t5 ^ 8 -• 10.27
M^b s (3.01+2*52 - 10.27) = -5.51
HBA (3.50+ 2±2i _ 10#27 ) = _ 5-27
Panel 2 1.78B - .210 * 4.96
-.26B + 1.76C = 5,23
B = 3.20 C = 3 * 44
fe
2; 96x3. 20 + £^3.44 ^^ „ 10-21
^ 3 • y<;
MBC i (3.20 + ~™ - 10k21) =» -5.29
iiCB * (4.44+2*22 - 10.21) = -5.17
Panel 3 1.78C - .21D = -2.36
-.260 4- 1.76D = -2,33
C = -1.51 D = -1.58
d - -2.95x1.51 - 2.90x1.58 . p 38 : -470
MCD = (-1.51 - i— 4-4.70) = 2.40
MDC = (-1.58 - ^— 4-4.70) = 2.37
Panel 4 1.75D - ,25J] = -1.87
-.26D + lo75E = -1.87
D = -1.25 23 •= -1.25
R, = 3/4(-l,25 • 1.25) - 1.87 = -3,74
MD: - = (-1.25 - --•-- +3..74) = 1.87




































Joint Constant Computation- Load at D
1.82A -.17B = 4.12
-„26A 4- 1.76B = 4,49
A = 2.54 B : 2.92
Rl = 2.93x2.54 » 2.83 x 2.924-4.49 = 8.59
3.82
Mas •" (2-54 +- 2^92 - 8.59) = -4.59
2
%A - (2*92 4» 2^54 - 8,59) = -4.50
2
1.78B -.21C - 4.14
- 26B ^ li?6C = 4,36
B - 2.67 C = 2.87
R2 - 2«2_6 *J2jl$1JL&*2± x 2.87 +• 4.36 r 8.51
3.92
MBC * (2,67 + 2,87 - 8.51) s -4.41
""2
MCB a (2.87 fr ?.67 - 8.51) - -4.31
2
1,78C - ,2IE r 3.91
- 26C
-J- 1.76D r 4,12
C = 2 C 52 D = 2.71
R3 = 2,95 x 2,52 I 2,90 x 2,71 f-4,12 = 8.04
"3.90
MCD = ( 2 " 52 * 2,71 -• 8.04) s -4.17
MDC = (2.71 + 2J52 - 8.04) -' 4.07
2
1.75D -,25E •= -2,82
-,251) 4- 1.75.3 r -2,82
D - -1,88 E =? -1.88
R 4 = 3(-l,33 •• 1.88) - 2,82 = -5.64
MDE = (-1,88 - 1.88 4- 5»64) = 2,82











i/I-p-p ^ 2 • 8 2









MGH = 2 ' 61






MIH = 2. 79
- 118 -

Joint Constant Computation - T oad at E
panel 1 1.82A - . 17B = 3.26
,26A
-f 1.76B = 3.59







59 = 6 . 8
6
1 3 o £ 2
M^ = U.01- ™- - 6.86) = -3.68
|T
,
= (2.34 J--~- - 6.86) = -3.52
Panel 2 1.78B - .£10 = 3.31
- .26B t- 1.7 60 = 3.49
£ = 2,13 G = 2.30
- 2*96x2, 13
-V- 2.91x2.30 ,, 1C .. ^ Q tK2 " 3792 h3 - • " 6 - 81
MBC = (2.13*--^--- - 6.81) =-3.53
Mrj3 = (2.30i -™-- - 6*81) --3.-,5
Panel 3 1,780 - .21D = 3.13




= 2,01 D = 2.17
-
*. 95x2.01-! 2,90x2,17 ,
7) ^ = 6 M
3 ' 3.90
Mqjj = (2.01-!--—- » 6.44) = -3.35
MDC = (2.17 +
—2I
- 6.44.) = -3.27
Panel 4 1.75D - .25E = 3.75
-, 25D V- 1.752 = 3.75
J) = 2,50 E = 2.50
R, = 3/4(2.50-*- 2,50)4- 3.75 = 7.50
M = (2.50+--^°' : - 7.50) - -3.75
























H- {Ct r u. 56
K ?; -2,: 6
.
• : £ -6 ft ;' -.-
a
1!




Moment Corrections - Toad at PP1
Panel l 1.82A - .17B =
-.26A + 1.76B = -1.22
A * -.07 B • -.69
„ »2.9 1x.Q7 - 2*83x.69 a . c 4R l 3783 - b
%B = 1 (-' 07 - ix.69-V-.54) = .12
¥,QA = l(-.69 - ix.07--h.54) = -.18
Panel 2 1.78B - .20C = 6.16
-.26B + 1.76C = -1.21
B = 3.44 C = - .18
.
2.96x3.44 - 2;91x.l8 m An
MBC - 1(3.44 - ix.18 - 2.47) = .88
MCB * l(-.18 + ix3.44-2.47) * -.93
Panel 3 1.78C - .2 ID = -1.19
-.260 * 1.76D - - ,94
C = -.74 D = -.64
.
-2.9 5x.7 4 2.90X.64 _ , nAR3 " 3790
1,U4
MCD = l(-.74 - ix.64* 1.04) = -.02
MDC s l(-.64 - *x, 74+1.04) = .03
Panel 4 1.75D - .25E = -1.19
-.25D + 1.753S = - .94
D a -.77 T] = -.64
R. = 3/4(-.77 - .64) = -1.06
MDE - l(-.77 - fcx. 64 + 1. 06) = -.03
HEr) = l(-.64 - ix. 77+ 1.06) = .03
- 121 -
. i
1.75E -.25F = -.94
-.253 + 1.75F z -.81
t . -.61
F 8 -.54
Re s 3 (-.61 -.54) = -.86
4
Mjjvg. « l(-*61 - 1 x.54 +.86) s -.02
2
II,™ » l(-.54 - 1 X.61-+.86) x .02
2
1.76P -.26G =-.94
-.21F + 1.78G = -.93
F : -.62
G r -.56
R6 « -2.90 x.62- 2,95 x.56 = -.88
.3.90
Vp(j s l(-.62 - 1 x.56 -+.88) =
2
Mnj, s l(-.56 - 1 x/62 +.88) =
2
1.76G -.26H z -.83
-.20G + 1.78H s -.87
G s -.55
Ha -.55
H7 = -2.91 x.55 - 2.96 x.55 = -.83
3.91
HGH r l(-.55 - 1 x.55 +.83) -
2
MHG i l(-,55 - 1 x.55 + .83) r
2
1.76H -.261 - -.89
-.17H + 1.821 z
H = -.51
I = -.05
R8 = -£»83 x.j'51 - 2.91 x.Q5 s -.41
3.83
%I = 1(-.51 - 1 x.Q5 +.42) r -.11
2








-.26A 4- 1.76 = -.88
A * -.04
B = -.49
Rl * -2*91 x*Q4 - 2.83 X.49 = -.40
3.83
Mab = (- 04 - 1 x « 49 + * 4°) = • 11
2
MBA b (.49-1 x,04^ .40) - -oil
2
1.78G - .21D r .93
-.26C
-h 1.76D = .03
C = .59
D r .10
Rv = 2.95 x.59 - 2.90 x.10 - .52L3 3.90
McD s l(.59f lx.10 -.52) s .12
2































































































































































Moment Corrections Load at C
1.82A - ,17B :
-,26A 4 1.76B =5.29
A = .29
B = 3.04
R 1 = 2 .91 x.29 4- 2.83 x 5.04 * 2.46
'"3.83
%B - l(.29 11x3,04 - 2.46) = -,65
2
}% c r 1(3/04 -f 1 x.29 - 2.46) r .72
1.78B - .20C r 5.27
-.26B 4 1.76 G = -2.40
B - 2.85
C = -.94
R2 = 2.96 x 2.85 - 2.91 x .94 = 1.46
MBC z 1(2.85 - 1 x.94 - 1.46) = ,92
11CB - l(-.94 -fix 2;.85 - 1.46) = -.98
2
1.78C - .21D r 5.17
-,26C
-f 1.76D r -1.87
C z 2.82
D = -.65
H^ = 2JL25_^_2_!.82^-_2_190_x_JL65 - 1.65
"3/90
}1CJ) r 1(2.82 - 1 x.65 - 1.65) = ,85
2









-.25D-^- 1.75E r -1.88
D = -1.54
35 = -1.30
R4 = 3 (-1.54 - 1.30) = -2.13
Utje z 1(-1.54 - 1 x 1.30 + 2*13)
2
-.06
HED - l(-1.30 - 1 x 1.54 4- 2.13) = .06
Rk r5 i
U75 - .25F = -1.87
-.251 4: 1.75F = -1.62
E = -1.23
F = -1,10






r 1(-1.23 - 1 x 1.10 -> 1.75) r -.03
2
r 1(-1.10 - 1 x ?/23 4- 1.75) = .03
2
1.76F - .26G = -1.88





: -2.90 x 1.22 - 2.95 x 1.12 - -1.75
3,90
s 1(-1.22 - 1 x 1.12
-f 1.75) - -.03
2











1.76G - .26H » -1.66
-.200 4- 1.78H * -1.74
G = -1,10
H - -1.10
-2.91x1.10 - 2.96x1.10 B .x.65
"" 3 . 9l
l(-1.10 - 4x1. 104- 1.65) =
1(-1.10 - 4x1.10+1.65) =
Panel 8 1 ,76H - .261 9 -1.78










MHI = 1(-1.02 - 4x.10-h.83) = -.24
HIH = 1(-.10 - 4x1.02 +.83 22
- 128 -

Panel 1 1.82A - .17B =
- .26A + 1.76B = -.92
A -.05 B a -.53
-2.91xJ05 - 2.8?x, 53 . ,~
*" 3783
"•'"R-
%£ s l(--05 - ix.53+.43) = .11





1.78B - .20C >
-.2613 + 1.76C :
B = -.46 C
-2.96x.46 - 2.91x .55
3791
l(-.46 - ix.55 4-. 76)
















1.78C - .21D = .98
-.26C + 1.76D = .06
C = .56 D = .12




1( .5o + ix.l2 - .51) = .11
1( .12 + ix.56 - .51) = -.11
1.75D - .25E = .89
-.25D + 1.75E = .03
D = .52 E = .09
3/4 ( .52 f .09) = .46
1( .52-fix.09 - .46) = .11























X 3.01 3 . 50 3.20 ^.44 -1.51 -1.58 -1.25 -1.25
I
















.29 3.04 2.85 - .94 2.82 - .65 -1.54 -1.30




.72 .92 - .98 .85 - .89 - .06 .06
i
- .92 - .72 - .85
_
.98 .06 .89 .03
1
X - .05 - .53 - .46 - .55 .56 .12 .52 .09
R - .43 - .76 .51 .46
W ' .11 - .11 .02 - .02
-4,35 -6.17'






















































































Influence Line Corrections - First Set
1.82A - .17B 2








-f 2.54 - 2.06) = -.57
HBA s (2.54 -f 1 2A - 2.06) s -.59
2
1.78B - .210 = 4.40




I-% c s (2.80 -f 2^.78 - 4.18) =
2
ITCB r (2.78 4 2.80 - 4.18) =
2
"
1.78C - o21D z 4.31
-.26C




T'lCD = (2.27 - 1.27' - .78) = .86
2
3-lCD * (-1.27 4- 2±27 - .78) =-.92
2
1.75D - .25E s 4.07




ilDE r (2.14 - 1^30 - .63) s .86
2
]^D s (-1.30 4 2.14 - .63) . -.86
- 132 -

-.25F 4 1.75E = -2.82






M- (-1.85 - 1.65 4 2.63) = -.04
2
EP







-r lo^6P a -2.82




(-1.85 - 1.69 4 2.66) - -,03
2
(-1.69 - 1.85
-h 2.66) = .05
2
-»26H4- 1.76G = -2.49




(-1.66 - 1.66 A 2.49) =











(-1.54 - .14 4 1.25) a -.36
2




Influence Line Corrections-Load at D
Gecond Set
1.78B - .21C = .59




MBC = (-.40 - ,55 i .71) = .04
2
Urm r (-.55 - .40
-f .71 ) = -.04
2
lo78C - .21D r




lfcD r (-.06 - .50 + ,42) = .11
"2
}lm = (-.50 - ^06 4 .42) -.112"
1.75D - .25E - .92





:LE = (.54-*. ^10 » .43) .11
ll
ED s (.10 v .54 4- .43) = ,11
-.251' 4 1. 75E = .86




( .50 \ ^09 - .44) = .10
2




-.26G + 1.76F = -,06
1.78G - # 21F =
P = -.35 G =
MpG = (-.35 - + .26) = -.09
%p z t0 - .35 -(*• .26) a .09
Panel 7
-.26H-f 1.76G s -.03
1.78H - .21G : .36
G = .01 H = .20 R ? 3 .16
MGH - ^ 01 +"JlS2 " • 16 ) = -- 05





inel 1 2 3 4
jint A B B
- M
C C D D E
4 4*12 4.49 4.14 4.36 3.91 4*12 2.82 -2.82
2<54 2,92 2.67 2.87 2.52 2.71 -1.88 -1.88
R 8.59 8^51 8^04 -5.64
II' -4.59 -4.40 -4.41 -4.31 -4.17 -4.07 2.82 2.82
-Q 4.41 4.40 4.17 4.31 -2*82 4.07 -2<82
-.24 2.54 2.80 2.78 2.27 -1.27 2.14 -1*30
B 2.06 4.18 .78 63
If -.57 .59 .86 -.92 .86 -.86
A -.59 -.86 -.86 .92 .04
-•40 -.55 -.06 -.50 54 .10
R -.71 -.42 #48














































































































Influence Line Corrections-Load at E
First Set
1,82a - „17B r.
-.26A 4- 1.76B s 3 4 53
A »..19 B a 2.03 R x = 1.65
M/>3 = (*1& f 2,»Q3 - 1.65) = -.45
MR/ - (2.03 4 ,19 - 1.65) = .47
2
1.78B - .21C = 3.48
-c26B 4- 1.760 ~ 3,21
B ;: 2.21 C " 2.17 R2 = 3.28
anels 3,6
Panels 4,5
- (2,21 t 2 .17 - 3.28) = .01
~2
%,3 = (2.17 -I- 2^21 - 3.28) m -.0.1
"2
1.78C - .21D a 3.45
-.260 + 1, 76D n 3.76
C - 2,23 D
., 2.46 R3 a 5.52
M(JD = (2-23 4 2^45 3.52) = -.06
~2
HDC r (2,46 •' 2.23 - 3,52) a .05
" 2
1^51) - .251 r. 3.24
-.251") 4 1.751 - -3.76
D r 1.58 E s -1.92 R 4 s -.25
I'^E = (1,53 - 1,92 4- .25) = .87
"2




Influence Line Correct ions-^oad at E
Second Set
(anels l ? 8
>anels 2,7
?anel.3 3 8 6
1.78B - .210 = -.47
-.26B
-K 1.76C « .06
B r -.26 C s -.01 Rg = - . £Q
MgC » (.01 - ..26+ .20) « .06
MqB : (-*01 - «25 + 2,0) a .06
1.76C - .2 ID = .01
-.260 + 1.76D = -.87
C -
Mob
05 D s -.50 H3 - 41
(.05 - c 50 + .41 - : .11
IS™ s (-.50 - L05 + .41) = -.11
?anel3 4,5
I.75L - o25E s -.05
-,25T) + 1,7 5E ~ -.88
D a -.10 E •„• -.52 R /; = -.46
(-clO - ,52
-J- .46) ;• .10
"2




























































































Kember AA 1 DL = 3422 fk
II E~60 — 3005
Impact a 643
Total 7070
II H15-S12-44 - 401





Design Moment s 7,869 fk










Design Moment - 10,600 fk
Keirber CC ' DL s 3230 fk
11-150 rs 2945
Impact = r» I"; Q
Total 6953






































































































































Dti = 3422 ik
TJi-E60 = 3005
Impact = 643








Design Ho.nent - 7,689 fk
'enter BO





























lament - 4,043 fk









Design /.orient « 3,020 fk
142 -











.0942 - 4 ) ( .0860x26 .25 - .875x30
)
~2"C£ - .0866 ) 4
.875x30 , - .0866x26.25) » 6 28
= 6.14
2(2 - .0866)




.0463x1 - 4) ( .0443x22.5 +-.125x30)
2(2 - .0443)4
(-. 125x30 - 22. 5x. 0443) _
-i.gi
2(2 - .0443)
-.125x30 - 22. 5x. 0443) g _ ,Q
2(2 - .0443)4










































0507x2 - 3) (- .0482x11.25 + ,125x30)
_
2(2 - .0482)3
125x30 + .0482x11.25) m _ .27
2(2 - ,0482)3
-.125x30 * .0445x7,5) _
.0.87
2(2 - .0443)
.0463x1 - 4 )(-. 0443x7. 5 t» 125x30) =
2(2"'-
.0443)4 '
(-.125x30 ± .044 3x7 .5) - „
.22




125x30 i- .0866x3.75) _ 0.90
H8
2(2 - ,0866)
jl.2M2xl_^_ 4_) ( -.0866x3, 75 -f .125x30) -
2(2 - ,0866)4









P - (.0 94^x 1 - 4 ) ( . 0866x22.5 - .75x30) k - , ^
"





yB 2(2 - .0866)
r -
(« ^5x30 - .0866x^2.5)
= ]_ 35
^H l " ' 2(2 - .0866)4
Panel 2
(.046^x1 - 4) (.0443x45 - .75x30)
. , ,.




"^C ^(2 - .0443)
=
(.75^30 - .0443x45)
B x 31c% 2(2 - .0443)4 ' ' "
Panel 3
(. 0507x 2 - 3) ( .0 482x37.5 ± .25x30.) c mi.^i





, 3Q~ ij) "
2(2 - .0482)
•










































(*094^xl - 4) (. 0866x18.75 - .625x30)
= 4 -g"^
2(2 - .0866)4
(.625x30 - .0866x18.75) - , , c
^ fc (2 - .0866)
(.625x30 - .0866x18.75 )
= j_ lg
*RI 2(2 - .0866)4
Panel 2




(.6 25x30 - .044.^x37 .5) . 4>36
*C 2(2 - .0443)
-
( .625x^0 - .0443x37.5) s -, ^ )g
i(2 2(2 - .0443)4
P?nel 3






( ,625x30 - .0482x56.25) = 4 ^ 1;
2 (2 - .0482)
c
-
( .625x30 - .0482x56.25) - x 37
fe3 "
" 2(2 - .0482)3 '
Panel 4
_ c, :
-2 (• 37 5x30)
= -2.82
'JJ 4x2
_ (-.37 5x30) . ,, o.





















































(.0942x1 - 4) (,0866x15 - . 5x30)
2(2 - .0^66)4
( .5x30 - .0866x15) - 3 59
2(2 - .0866)
( ,5x30 - .0866x15) _ on
2(2 - .0866)4





( .5x50 - .0445x50) _ Q7
2(2 - .0445)4






(.5x50 - .0482x45) -
1 1Q
2(2 - .0482)3








































. 4 X(3-. 0866) (.0942 - 4)\A -A2 +* (3- .1732) ( .094 2 - 4 )JB s -Q,A
~"~2T2"086'67 "J j 2T2- .38667 1
2*52A - .90.8 = -QA
--j r- --1
k 1.5 - (3-^732^4 \B Vj 2 - (5-^.0866J_4 lA = -Q,B
51 2-70866 )l J 2T2-.*38S6 Vi







+ (3-. 0445) (.0463 - 4)jA +-2 4" (3- ,0886) ( .0463 - 4HB - - r^
2(2-. 04437 j [_ 2l2 -.04437"" J




f3 .(3- , 0886) 4 B -+;2 -(3-. 0443)4 A = -$g
2(2-. 0443 H ; STSTToItsJI
4.03B - 1.02A = -Q,B
ael 3
5x2 + 3
-H3-* 0482) (.0507x2-3 ) JA Hi. 5 + (3- .0946) ( .0507x2-3 )j B»-C„,
2T5-. 04827 » j 2 (2-. 04827
'
3.81A - ,65B = -Q^




5.2613 - .77A i; -Q,-g
nel 4
1,5 + 2 -j- 3^2) |A f-Jl -;~ 3J-2) JB = -ty."
4
:j L *j
5.0A - .SB s -Q,A
f 6 - 3£2JLJB+jl - 3_j?) |A = -Q,?
"4





r 11,5x4+2 E- 2 F = -fjpiL 4J '4
6.5E - O.dF z
-Qjgj
j—
|1.5 x 3 -> 2
J
P - 2 E - -ry
u. ^ \
4
5. OF - 0.5S = -^
Panel 6
. I F 4
?
13 r 1.5x3 -(3-2x. 0482)3
-J
, 3 -(3-. 482(3 / G s -Q,
2f2-. 04327/ / "2 2t2.(J4H27[
5.26F - 0.77G = -Q^i
1.
Pf 3 -^(5-. 0482) (.0507x2-3) / G f \ 3 -f(3-2x .048 2) ( .0507x2-3 )1 ffs-C
2T2-. 04827" _j . (2 " 2l2. 04821 J
3.81G - 0.65P z -Qg
Panel 7
4|1.5x2 - (5-2X. 0443)4/ G «W4 - (3-^0443)4 JH r -Qp
2T2^7U"i43j"f 12 21^.0443^ U




144-J- (3- .0443) ( .0465x1-4) JH 4-|4 -f(3-2x.0443) ( .0463x1-4 ) /Gs-flH





2.52K - C.93G r. -Q,H
inel 8
U-t 1*5x1 -(3- 2x. -866)4 j K-f/4 -(3-^0856)4 /.I = -C$j
I... 2^2-. 08667 i 12 2l2. 08667/
2.54H - 1.C40 =
-Q,h
•"*) i 4 -f(3-.Cgo6)(.Q942--a-4r?
"J
« U - (5-2x/0866) ( .0942x1-4 )/HtOr
1-.2-.0S66) U 2 ""2(2- •0866) " J




joint Constant Computation - Load at B
Panel 1 2.52A - .90B = 6*14
-1.04A 4- 2.54B = 6*28
A = 3i89 B - 4.07
2.91x3,89 'r 2.85x4.0 7 ., ,. . 7 AR
Rl - ^ — i 1 . 57 7.45
1:^3= 4(3.89-'- —™ - 7.45 = -6.12
rBA
- 4(4.07+2j|2 - 7..45 - -5,so
jranel 2 2.52B - .93C = -1.20
-1.023
-r 4.05C = -1.21
B = -.65 = -.46
p - -2. 96x.55 - 2.91x .46 _ 30 = -"1,13
^2 3.92
HBC = 4(-.65 - —5^4 1.13'' = 1.00c
J
-C.3
= 4 (-.46 - ™ + 1.13 J = 1.40
Panel 3 3.813 - .6.r;D = -1,16
-.770 f 5.20 = -1.19
C :r -.35 .3 = -.28
-2.95x.35 - 2 .90}:, 28
_ ao = - R7
R3 = 3TPt>
*-"U #b '
I* = 3(-.35 - *§—- -• .8?) = 1.14
1IDC = 3(-.28 - -S- v .8V) a 1.26
Panel 4 5.0D - .5j3 - : -.94
-
. 5D 6 . 53 = - . 94
2 = -,20 E - -.16
R4 = 3/4 (-.20 - do) •• .47 = -.74
K-qjjj = 2 (-.20 - -V- '-.74) = .92
H™ * 2(-.16 -
-I" T.74) = .96
- 153 -

6.5E - 0.5F = -0.94
-0.53 f 5. OF = -0.94
E = -0.16
F = -0.20
R5 = 3(-.20 - .16) - 0.47 = -.74
4
Irgp = 2(-.16 - .20 4 .74) = .96
~2
HFE = 2(-.20 - JJL6 +- .74) a .92
2
5.26F - 0.77G = -0.82
-0.65F 4- 3.81G = -0.79
F B -0.19 G = -0.24
R6 = -2,90x.l9 - 2.95x.24 - 0.27 = -0.59
"3.90
Mp(j x 3(-.19 - .24+ .59) = ,04
o







4.03G - 1.C2H = -0.87
-0.93G f- 2-52H = -0.86
G = -0.33 H = -0.46
-2.Slx.33 - 2.96X.46 - 0.22 = -0.82
37^1
= 4(-.33 -
_j_44 f .82) = 1,042"
= 4(-.46 - jj33 + .82) = .802~
2.54H - 1.041 = -0.90
-0.90I-I
-t 2.521 = -0.88
K ; -0,58 I = -0.56
-2.83 x 0.58 - 2.91 x 0.56 - .22 - -1.08
3783" ~"
- 4(-.58 -, «$6 4 1.08) = .88
2




2.52A - . C^0B = 5.27
-1.04A + 2.54B r 5.38
A = 3.33 B z 3.48
2.91 x 3.33 J-_2.b3 x 3.48 4- 1.35 = 6.47
3". 8 2'
= 4(3.33 +-3j48 - 6.47) s -5.88
2
r 4(3.48 + 3.33 - 6.47) = -5.32
%
2.52B -.93 : z 5.17
-1.02 f 4.03G = 5.23
3 = 2.79 C = 2.0
K2 = 2 * 96 x ^ 79 ,+ 2< 9 1 x 2.0 4- 1.31 r 4.90
MBC z 4(2,79
-f-2.0 - 4.90) = -4.44





• 3.81C - .65D = -2.31
-.77C 4 5,;-6D z -2.58
G = -.70 D s -.56
-2.95 x •2° - 2,9 x .56 - .79 - -1.74
3, 9 J
3(-.70 - ,,56 4 1.74) - 2^28




5.UD - .5r - -1.87
-.5D f 6.53 r -1,87
D : -.41 E s -.32
R, s 3 (-.41 - ,32) - .94 = -1.50
-ijE Z 2(-.41 - ^32 | 1.50) - 1.86











P - -0.' •' 3
G :; -J. « :J
R- .- -1 o lei
Kr
vn - 1 , ;''u
Mg^. fc 1 00
Gr .: »U ; 6
H :• -0*: %









P -2« "' :





2.52A - .9uB = 4.58
-1.04A f 2.54B = 4.49
A z 2.79 B = 2.91
Rl = 2.91 x 2.79 j- 2.85 x 2.91 - 1.12 - 5.40
3.82
-AB = 4(2,79 f 2.91 - 5.40) = -4.642"
MBA r 4(2*91 f 2^79 - 5.40) - -4.402"
2.52B - .930 t 4*31
-li02B f 4*030 z 4.36
B = 2.33 G : 1.66
R2 ' 2.96 x 2.33 -;• 2. VI x 1.66 - 1.J9 = 4 #v fc
3 .92
MBC r 4(2.33 f 1. 66 - 4.J9) =-3.72
J1C& - 4(1.66 7 £.53 - 4.J9) = -5.^8
2
3.81C - .65D a 3.98
-.770 + 5.26D =4.12
C z 1»21 D = .96
R3 = 2.95 x 1 .21 + 2.9-j x .96 - 1.37 z 2.99
3.90
V.




"l.2l - 2.99) = -4.29
5„^D - .5E r -2,82
-.5D * 6. 533 = -2,62
D = -.61 E s -.48
R4 r 3(-.61 - .49) - 1.41 = -2.23
HDE z 2(-.61 - ^8 4- 2.23) s 2.76
























































2.5kiA - .9 ,B = 3.51
-1. ^4A 4- 2.54B - 5.59
A •• 2 • c2 B 2^33




4 ( 2 1 22 * ^ffifc* - 4 . 3c ) = -3.76
4(2.334 ~— - 4.3c) = -3.52
2.52B - .930 = 3.44





B = 1.86 C = 1.33
;£
,:'* 2 • 9 lx 1.3 ' X. # Q7 S 3.26
3T"92
4(l,86^--2" :"" 3.26) = -2.96
1.86













3. 810 - .65D = 3.18
- .770 v 5.2bD = 3.30
G - .97 D s .77
£2 >9pX.97^ g .^Ox.7 7 +. 1 . 10 = 2.40-
3.90
3(.97 f.77/2 - 2.40) = -3.15
3(.77 -K97/2 - 2.40) = -3.84
5.0L •• . 5E - 3./
5
-,5D * 6.5E = 3.75
D = .82 E - .64
3/4(.824 .64) t- 1.88 = 2.97
g( .82 4 .64/2 - 2.97) = -3.66




E = -0 ,64
F = -0.80
% = -2 , 96
HEF
= 3.84
J FE~ 3 v 68
Panel 6
F = -0.76



















H = -2. 32


























First Koment Corrections - Load at 3
2.52A - .903 =
-1.Q4A -! 2.54B = -1.00
A = - .16 B s -.46
-2.91x.16 - 2.S3X.46 -
_ 46
3,63
4(-.16 - .46/2 + .46) = .28
4 ( - . 4-6 - . Id/2 f . 46 ) -• - o 32
2.52J5 - .930 - 5.80
-1,023 •: 4. 030 = -1.14
3 = 2.42 C = .33
2 . 96x2 . 4 2 -''- 2 » 9 lx .33 - r, n «
3~i ^
4(2.42- ,33/2 - 2*07) - 2.04
4(.33+ 2.42/2 - 2.07) = -2.16
3 .810 - .65L = -1.40
- ,770 r 5.^6L = - .92
C - -.40 L = -.23
-2. 95x.40 - 2.90x,23 a „, /«
3(-.40 - .23/2 4- ,47) = -.12
3 (-.23 - .40/2 4- »4?) = .12
6.5L - 0.5.TC = -1.26
-0 ,5D 4 5 .COS = - .96
L = - .22 E s - .21
3/4 (-.22 - .21) * -.32
2(-.22 - .21/2 f .32) =
2(-.2i - .22/24 .32) =
- 161

5.0E - 0.5F = -.96
-0.5
-f o.bj? * -.84
E r -.21, F r -.14
R5 .»t 3 (-.21 - .14) = -.26
%F -~ 2 (-.21 " « 14 4- .26) = -.04
Mot a 2(-ol4 - ,21






5.26F •- 0.77G 5 -•92
-G.65F
-f 3.81G = -1.04
F s -.22 , G a -.31
-2. 90 x .22 - 2.95 x .5 1 s .40
3.90
! 3 (-.22 - .31
-f .40) = .062"
< 3(-.31 -
_„22 4- .40) = -.06
2
4.03G - 1.02H s -.75
-0.93G •;- 2.52H = -.88
0- r- -.30 , H r. -.46
-2.91 x .30 - 2 U 96 x .46 z -.57
3"c91 ~ "~"
r 4(-.30 - .46 -*• .57) « .16
- 4(-.46 - ^30 y- .57) -.16
2*54H - 1.041 - - 4 f>0
-0.94H
-j- 2. .521 s
H = -..37 , I = -.13
R8 = -2^35 x .37 - 2.91 x . 13 - -.37
3.83"
4 (-,37 - 03 -?* .37) = -.24
2
r 4(-,13 - ^37 A .37) = .24
- 162 -

Second Moment Corrections-Load at B
2l5£A - .90B *
-I.04A 4- 2.54B = -2.04
A z "tO-i , i) z - • «?'4
Rl - - 2.91 X ,34 - 2.83 x .94 = -.95
3.83
*Vr - 4(-o34 - ,94 4- .95) = . ob
?V_ , - 4.(- QA «, '* A J„. OK) _ _ f.A
J3 V
"* \ • ^ ^= . • 2 "* ( . ^ J ' Z ~ . 'J -x
2
3.81C - .65D = -2.18
-
e 77C + 5.2bD -
C : -.56 , .D : -.08
B-z z -2,95 x .58 » 2.90 x .08 c -.50
TI
CI) z 3 (-.58 - .08 -r .50) = -.36
































































































.92 96 .90 .69 ; 1.20 64 .64 1.1

First r.oment Corrections - Load at C
Panel 1 2.52A - .9.B =
-l.u4A
-h 2.54B = 4.44
A = .73 B = 2.u5
2. 91x.75j 2 c83x2.J5 s p.u6
R]_ = 3.63
j"
L/, ^ = 4( .73 -f- 2.^5/2 - 2.06) = -1.24
H-ra " 4 ( 2 .05 "\r . 73/2 - 2 • 06 ) = 1.4
J
Panel 2 2.523 - .930 a 5.32
-1.J2B i 4.J3C = -2.28
E » 2.10 C = -.04
2 . 9 3x2 . 1 - 2*91:1. 04 - i 50R2
= 3.91 "" " '
HBC = 4(2.10 - .04/2 - 1.60 = 1.92
1'r a '4(-.04-i 2.10/2 - 1.60) = -2.04
fanel 3 3.81C - 0.66D = 6.04
-0„77C i- 5.26D = -1.86
C = 1.56 D = -.12
p - ^-^5x1.5 6 - 2. 90s:. 12 - 1 09
Up j, = 3(1.56- .12/2 - 1.09) = 1.23
^DC = 3(n.l2i L.56/2 - 1.09) = -1.29
Panel 4 6.5D - 0.53 *: -2.49
»-0.5j3 t o.03 - -1.92
D .- - .42 3 = - .42
R/
x
= 3/4(-.42 - -42) ~ • .63






5.0E - 0.5F = -1,96
-0.5E
-V o.&F = -1.63
E = -..42 I1 = -.29
3/4 (-.42 - .29) = -.53
2(-.42 - ,29/2 4 .53) - -.06
2(-.29 - .42/2-K.53) = .06
Panel 6
R6





= -,44 G =
-2 •9071,44 - 2»95x.62
o > ^ - ;
3( -.44 - .62/2 KoJ)












4.03G - 1.02H =
-0.93G V2.52H-=
G •< -.60 ii =
-2.91x.60 - 2.96X.92 _
"'391
4(-.60 - .92/2 4-1. 14)
1%j " 4 (-.92 - .63/2 4-1,14)
anel 8 2*54K - 1.G4T =




2£ «85y- . 7 4 - 2 ,91x e 26
3,83
4 (-,74 - .26/2 4-. 74)















Second 1'oment Corrections - Load at C
Panel 1 2.52A - 0.90B =
-1.04A r ^.5413 = -1,92
k*s -.32 B = -.88
-2j£lx.52 - 2.85X.88 oc
Rl = 3TH3 .89
Uj& = 4(-.32- .88/2 V. 8^) = .52
MBA = 4 (-* b8 - •3<i/2 K8&J = -.60
>anel 2 2.52B - 0.J3C = -1,40
-1.02B - 4.03C = -1.23
B a. it A 74 C = -,4S
l:It, r = <*(-,74 - U^/2 -i . ( 3) = -.24
1-Iqjj = 4(-.4k - ;74/2 V.^3) = .28
Panel 3 3.81C - 0.65D = 2.04
-0.77C i 5.26D =
C = .55 D = .08
2»£5x. 5 5 f- 2 . OOx.C b , . r,
IiCp = ,3 (.55 ,,08/2 - ,4. n ) = -.36
ITDC = 3(.08V.55/2 - .4 ) = -.36
Panel 4 6.5D ~ 0.5J = 1.2i
-0,51) ••• 5.0J' ~ .-06
r .5 ,20 L = .03
r4 = 3/4(,2C r.o:- ' = ,;-7
Mjjg = 2(.20 r .03/2 - ,17) = .08
%D = ;, .03 4- .20/2 - .17) s -.08
- 168 -

nel 5 5.0E - 0.5F =
-0.5E + 6.5F = -.15
E = 1? = - .02
m
*5





nel 6 5.26a1 - 0,77G = -.06
-0.65? + 3.81G = -.32
J = -.02 G = -.08
R6
s
-2.90x.02 - 2.95X.08 . A„
3.^0 " ~' U/
%G s 3(-.02 - .08/2 V .07) = .03
Mrnr s 3(-.08 - .02/2 + .07) s -.06
nel 7 4.03G - 1.02H = .12
i
-0.93G H- 2.52H = .52
G = .09 H a .24
2.91x.09 + 2.96X.24 ^ pcs
*7 s sTST" ^
IIqH = 4(. 09 +-.24/2 - <25) = -.16






2«83x.l5 + 2.91x.05 ,
3.83
4(.15 1-.05/2 - .15)HHi





































5.17 5.23 -2.31 -2.36















4.44; 5.32 -2.28' 6.04 -1.66-2.49 -1,92
I !































- .60: - .24 . 28 ,36 - .36









































. 15 i - .06
i


























































janel 5 -j£ • VJ
i-
-,?T<
+ m 5J * 6.52
S.UiJ1 - ,523 * -2.52
HI I «»4S , J1 s -.55 , ii3 * -,.7o
i,(-.40 - .55/2* .7o) I .04




3.olG - :$h$ * -3.U
1? '» -.66 , G s, -..<*3 > R6 « r l.i:0
ttjG « 3(-.66 - .13/2-11.20) k ,U
KGj» a 3(-.^3 - ,60/2 -r l.<c.') » ^.Id
-1.02H + 4.u3G = -2*25
2V52H - .S3G * -2.6^
C*Tk ~.va s H* t*l%3o > H7 * -1.71
!:,>H « 4(-^l i;. W3o/2 +1.71) « *44
nHG * *(V*»%o - .^1/2 +1.71) = -,4b
Penel o -1.041 +- *,.54K * -2.40
2.521 - ifcuH**
H = -1.11 , I'** "-J^i > Rb « -1.12
Jlgj ' 4(-l.ll - .3^/2 f 1,12) = -.72
]
':IK




Influence Line Corrections - Second Set
2.52A - ,t;3 •
-Uj4A t ic,543 * •n«0
A s? -,13 , B 9 »•** , 1| * ~»37
H . x 4tr,^T % ,13/& 4-*37) * %«£4
- Load at D
?anel k
l4&
3 i *tf% C * -.44 t R£ | -W
Panel 5
Panel 4 S.aiJ - .52 « £.26







-.53? -*- 6.533 * .60
5.U7 - .5E -.21
J = ,09 , ,' * -.03 , R5 s .04
fc(.Ui/ - .03/£ - .04) * .08
£(*.03 + .0i/2 - ,04) • -.06
Panel 6 -.77G f 5.26F .02
S.81CJ - .65? 2 -.44
s *.oi
, a -.12 , Hft * -.10
P?nel 7
Ujtg * 3(-.ai - .12/2 I. 10) « ,-Jfc
i:Gi ,< s 3(«.12 - .01/2 f .10) = -.09
-1.02H4 4.03G s .18
2.52H - 49?a » .72
8 « *13 , H » .33 , R7 s .35
%H c 4 (.13.4-. 33/2 - .35') -.'24
::Ho. P *(.33+.13/fc - .35) = .20
Penel 6 -1.0414- 2.54K * .48
2.521 - .90H a
H s .22 , I S .08 , R8 = ,22
KHI s 4 (.22 +.08/2 - .2;,) = .16






int: A B £ G I C D j D
4*38 4.49 4,31 4.36 3.98 4.12 -c.82 -2.82
i i
X ! 2.79 2.91 2.33 1,66 1.21 .96 - .61 - .48
I
R 5.40 4.)9 2.99 .-2.^.3
:i
-4.64 -4.40 -~.72 -5 .08 -3.9) -4.29 2.76 2.9J
4 3.7-c 4.4J 3*90 5 . J8 -2.76 4.<i9 -2.88
.61 1.7*, «c . 3<~ 1.55 1 .28 - .34' ,82 m .38 I
1
H • 1.74 2.9j .72 .33 1
ir
!
-1.08 1.08 .80 - .76 1 .17 -1.26 i60 - .60 !
«
- .80 - 1 . 08 -1.17 .76 - .60 1.26 «• .04
-
. 13 - ,37 - ,59 - .44 .18 - .09; .25 .01





.24 - .24 - .16 .161 .18 - .24' .10 — .14





A B B G C
4.38 4.49 4.31 4.36. 3.98











-4.64 -4.40 -3,72 -5.08 -3.90 -4.29 2.76 2.'9J !
4 3.7<c 4. 4 J 3.90 5.J8 -2.76 4,<9 -2.88
.61 1.7* <C . Ofc 1.55 1.28 - .34" <82 - .38 ;





-1.08 1.08 .80 - .76 1.17 -1.26 .60 - .60 j
4 - 48O -1,08 -1.17 .76 - ,60 1.26 - .04 ;









,24 - .24 - .16 • 16j .18 - «24 .10 - .14


















*<, .82 -2.46 -2.37
- .60 - .57 - .72
-1.77
















G H H I
2.61 -2.58 -2.70 -*.64
.99 -1.39 -1.74 -1.68
2.46 -3«c4
3.12 2.40 <,.64 2.76




































3.00 2.68 . 2.82 1.98 3.32 2.12 2.08 3.36
- 177 -

Influence Line Corrections - i?irst Set •* Lord ©t
anel 1,8 2.52A - .901; =
-1.J4A f 2.54B 8 ^.96
A s ,49 , 3 - 1.37 , R1 = 1.39
I' = 4( .49 I1.37A. - 1.39) = -.88
HBA = 4(1.37 f .49/2 - 1.39) = ,88
fetiel 2,7 2.52B - .93C = 3*52
-1.02B h 4.03G = 3.15
B = 1.86 , C * l.i&5 , Rg = 2.33
HBC = 4(1.86 f 1.25/2 - 2.33) = '.60
1l
cb = 4(1. 25 f 1.86.2 - 2.33) = -.60
Ariel 3,6 3.81C - .65D = 4.00
-.77C + 5.26D = ^.66
G * 1.20 , D = .87 , R3 = 1.55
]:CD = 3(1.20 f.87/2 - 1.55) = .24
ISjXj = 3(.87hli20/2 - 1.55) = -.24
randl 4,5 5«0D - .51] = 3.45
-*5D f 6.53 = - .84
L) = .64- , Z = -.54 , R4 = .08
::DI] 2(.64 - .54/2 - .08) = .58
^LD * «i(-«54+- .64/2 - .08) = -.60
- 178 -

Influence T ine Corrections - Second c'et
Mil 1,8 2.52a - # 90B = J
-1.04a f L.54B = -.CO
A = -.10 , J3 = -.28 , jrlx -.28
1:AB




j- = 4(-.28 - .10/2 + .28) = -.20
anel 2,7 2.523 - .93C = -.88
-1.023 +- 4. 3C = -.24
B - -.41 , G = -.16 , R^ - -.43
][BC = 4(-.41 - .16/2 f .43) = -.24
VC3
3 4(-.16 - .41/2 f,43) = .24
oad at E
P?nel 3,6 3.81C - .6'»D = .60
-.77C + 5.26D = -.58
C = .14 , D = -.09 , Kg = .04
HCD = 31.14 - *09/2 - .04) = 118
lim * 3(-.09 + .14A - .04) = -.18
tfsnei 4,5 5. ;D - .511 = .24
*»5D lr 6.533 = -•C'
D = .04 , L - -.09 , R4 = -•04
2(.04 - .09/2 t ..)4) * .06













..3..51 3.59J 3.44 3.49* 3.18
i
!
2.*22 2.33 1.86 1.33; .97
4.32 ! 3*26 2.<*0
I) D












2.96 3*52 3.15 4.00









.10 - . 28
J
-












- .2b ;-,... 3
. .16 - .20 - .24
4- .4
«*4
.60 - ,58! #*4 -
.14 * iJ&i 4 04 •
»04 - #04
.18 4 ll8 .06 -
1
-<*.48








^ J G G H H I
$.75 -3.75 -3.30 -3.18 -3.49 -3.44 -3.59 -3.U
M -* • 82 - .77 - .97 -1.33 -1.86 -2.""' — <d > <^<c
..97 -2.40 -3 .26 -4.32
3.8^ 3.66 3.45 3.15 4.00 2.96 3.52 3.76
J. 84 -3,45 -3.66 - 4 . 00 -3.15 -3.52 -2.96
.54 - .64 - .87 -1.20 -1.25 -1.86 -1.37 - i49
.08 -1.53 -2.33 -1.39
.60 - .58 - A• c4 - .24 .60 - .60 - .88 .88
.60 - .24 .58 - .60 184 .88 .60'
,09 - .04 .09 - .14 • 16 .41 * 28 .10
,04 - . )4 4 43 4,8
106 - .06 .18 fa .18 - *24 • fc4 .20 * *16
3.02 3.87 2.73 4.36 2.60 2«84 4.48
- 181 -

] !oment Computations - Veb i. embers




V. H15-JU-44 = 4 lis
Cone. = ^ 7
Impact r 7J
Totr.l * ^79
Si dews. Ik = ^46
Design foment = 7,9 >7 fk
inber BB « DL z 3^° fk
r^«-E$0 = 3395
Impact s 7 £5
Total » 8100





Design foment * & f05G fk




Wj HXVS12-44 « 43i:
COHC. * 101
Impp c t s QO
Total * 61*
Sidewalk z c58
Design r.oment 8,497 fk
- 18<, -











Design roment - 5,844 fVk,
DL - 1323 f .k.
LL-E60 - 1272
Impact r 445
Tot? 1 = 3040









Homent Computations - Chord rembers









Desi n /"oment = 7,987 f ,k»





LT . H15-S12-44 = 365
Cone* e 105
Impa ct = 71
Totrl = 541
Side- Ik = 226














Sidewr Ik - 141










Design i Toment z £>986 f*k«
- 185 -
m- r V'*
— 8 at 30' =2 40'
m= 3? 75- 34.50;0 0866
37. 75
m = 41.50-39.50 = 0.0482 _. m= ^w;^v =o
41.50 ^1-50
41.50-39.50 innrrr n = l
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effect of stiffness of





effect of stiffness of
members upon the solution
of Vierendeel trusses.

